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ABSTRACT 
 

This report summarizes the findings of a linguistic and sociolinguistic survey in the Assue 
Subdistrict of Papua, Indonesia.  Data were gathered through the use of wordlists and 
sociolinguistic questionnaires as well as informal observation.  Nineteen villages were visited, 
three villages among them using the Tamagario language and sixteen villages using the Asue 
Awyu language.  The villages reported positive attitudes toward their language and its 
development.  There is evidence of the local people shifting toward use of the national language 
in public domains, but vernacular use at home is generally quite strong.  
 
0. INTRODUCTION 

 
This report summarizes the findings of a survey conducted in Assue Subdistrict1 and three 
villages of Haju Subdistrict.  The survey was conducted by Peter Jan de Vries (SIL), Joseph 
Liem (Kartidaya), Raffles Mustamu (SIL staff), Anna Pasu Sidabutar (Kartidaya), Venus 
Varneubun (survey trainee), and Yuliana Nauw (survey trainee) from January 14–24, 2002.  
The purpose of the survey trip was to determine the language use in each of the indigenous 
villages in Assue and Haju Subdistricts as a preliminary step for assessing the need for 
vernacular language development programs in the area.   

 
The research questions the survey team desired to answer were: 

• What speech variety is spoken in each village? 

• What are the sociolinguistic dynamics of the speech community (language attitudes, 
use, vitality, change, and perceived similarity and intercomprehension)? 

 
The methods were to collect wordlists in each village to gain a preliminary picture of the 
relationship among the speech varieties encountered and to use sociolinguistic questionnaires 
in each village to discover the attitudes of the villagers towards their own language.  During 
this survey, data were gathered in sixteen villages in Assue Subdistrict and three villages in 
Haju Subdistrict.  All wordlist data were taken by Venus, Raffles, Joseph and Peter Jan, in 
turn, in each village.  The formal and informal interviews were conducted by all team 
members.   

 
Transportation is the main obstacle in doing survey in Papua.  Therefore, the survey strategy 
has been to follow geographic features (like rivers or roads), rather than necessarily trying to  

                                                           
1 The term 'regency' is used to translate the Indonesian term kabupaten, and the term 'subdistrict' is used to translate 
the term kecamatan (or distrik).  Indonesian provinces are divided administratively into regencies, which are further 
divided into subdistricts. 
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cover a single language in one trip.  This survey covered parts of two languages: Asue 
Awyu2 [psa]3 and Tamagario4 [tcg].5 
 

1. PREVIOUS WORK 

 
Some previous researchers have written about the number of speakers and the location of the 
Tamagario language.  Voorhoeve (1971) in particular writes that the language is spoken by 
about 3,500 people in 13 villages (Taragay, Anit, Kayegai, Kageir, Gaumi, Tereyemu, 
Makabak, Arare, Topum, Pagai, Xaytox, Yame, and Segere).  He also reports that the Roman 
Catholic mission in the area distinguishes two dialects of this language: Joggo and Tamagario 
(which he shortens to “Tamario” to distinguish this dialect from the entire language).  He states 
that the Tamario dialect is spoken in the central part of the language area, with Jogo being 
spoken in two areas—one area to the north and one area to the south-west. 
 
Asue Awyu was formerly known by other names.  Voorhoeve (1975) uses the name Pisa, 
stating that there are at least two dialects, one spoken on what he calls the the Kampong 
River, and the other on the Wildeman River and its tributaries.  He lists the following villages 
as belonging to this language: Wanenu, Ganeni, Keiru, Asarin, Dufo 1, Kifi, Sagharin, Dufo 
2, Etsi, Isage, Abogo, Sepo, Kokoba, Kiaboi, and Oko.  Drabbe uses the name Pisa as well, 
and also has done a significant amount of work with this language which has resulted in a 
published grammatical sketch of Pisa (Drabbe 1950). 
 
The name Airo-Sumaghaghe is also used by Voorhoeve (1975).  Voorhoeve states that there are 
three dialects of this language: the southern dialect (Tsoghope, Yagasu, Amagasu, Wataghake, 
and Kataghake), a central dialect (Mimi, Amata, Ghaibu, and Gaitsume), and a northern dialect 
(Tsuaghe, Tsoghomone).  It is not clear on what basis Voorhoeve saw these as two separate 
languages (Pisa and Airo-Sumaghaghe), which now are shown to be one language. 
 
Another name which has been used is Awyu-Miaro (Grimes 2000).  Apparently this language 
name was given by Protestant missionaries who had planted a church in a village called 
Miaro. These missionaries did at least some language development work between the 1960s 
to the 1980’s when they translated literature for the people in Miaro.  However, the survey 
team feels that using the name Awyu-Miaro for this language is not the best choice since this 
language is used more widely than just along the Miaro River.  This report uses the term 
“Asue Awyu” for this speech variety because it is used exclusively in villages located along 
the Asue River and its tributaries.   

                                                           
2 The 14th edition of the Ethnologue (Grimes 2000), the current edition at the time of this survey, used the name 
Miaro Awyu for this language.  Based on information contained in this report, this language name was changed to 
Asue Awyu between the 14th and 15th editions of the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005).  A fuller rationale for this name 
change and other Awyu language name changes is given in appendix A of the Report on the Lower Digul River 

Survey (Lebold, to appear). 
3 Languages listed in the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) are additionally referred to by their three-letter ISO 639–3 code. 
4 The local people in each of the three Tamagario speaking villages that were surveyed reported that their language 
name was Wiyagar, not Tamagario.  However, in this report the Tamagario language name will be used in keeping 
with the name used in the past.  Complete survey of this language area is needed before any decision can be made 
about using the name Wiyagar for this language. 
5 A synthesized language report for each language (or cluster of languages) will be forthcoming when the total 
picture for each language is available. 
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One Asue Awyu village has already been visited by the survey team.  In March 2001, a 
survey team visited the Awyu Asue speaking village of Busiri along with other villages along 
the Wildeman River.  The full results of that survey can be found in the Report on the 

Wildeman River Survey (Kriens 2010).  The report did not use the name Asue Awyu for the 
speech variety used in Busiri but did indicate that the variety used in Busiri is a separate 
Awyu language from the the other Awyu varieties encountered during that survey. 
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2. SURVEY AREA 

 

2.1. MAP OF ASSUE AND HAJU SUBDISTRICTS 

 
Map 1. 
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2.2. TABLE OF VILLAGES VISITED   

 
In the following table, the villages are listed in alphabetical order along with language 
spoken, population, and global positioning system (GPS) coordinates. 

 
Table 1.  Villages Visited in Assue Subdistrict 

Village Language Population 
GPS Coordinates 

South East 

Aboge  Asue Awyu  >1000 6°04.076' 139°15.805' 

Amenda  Asue Awyu  228 6°10.120' 139°01.223' 

Asaren  Asue Awyu  369 5°51.474' 139°05.628' 
Eci  Asue Awyu  752 6°07.424' 139°09.222' 

Homang  Asue Awyu  200 6°09.562' 139°04.140' 

Isage  Asue Awyu  602 6°01.559' 139°11.650' 
Juvo Kecil (Kendua) Asue Awyu  178 6°07.199' 139°06.396'  

Juvo Besar  Asue Awyu  263 5°59.580'  139°04.374' 

Kabub Asue Awyu  473 5°59.613' 139°04.452' 
Keru Asue Awyu  ~100 5°52.202' 139°04.374' 

Kiki Asue Awyu  210 6°01.228' 139°07.320' 

Khanami Asue Awyu  275 5°46.870' 139°01.308' 
Kaibu Asue Awyu  277 6°11.572' 139°00.566' 

Kasima Asue Awyu  ~600 6°12.541' 139°00.324' 

Kopi Asue Awyu  391 6°02.146' 139°14.056' 
Omuro Asue Awyu  332 6°08.965' 139°01.371' 

Kaitok  Tamagario 363 6°15.655' 139°11.772' 

Sigare Tamagario 556 6°16.167' 139°06.468' 
Yame Tamagario 588 6°12.609' 139°09.522' 

aThe name Kendu is the indigenous name for this village, whereas Juvo Kecil is the official name used by the 
government. 
bThe village of Kabu has also been spelled “Khabu” in government documents. 

 

3. OBSERVATIONS 

 

Assue Subdistrict is bounded by five other subdistricts: Citak Mitak, Atsy, Pantai Kasuari, 
Obaa and Haju.  Haju Subdistrict is bounded by Fayit, Pantai Kasuari, Assue, Obaa and 
Nambioman Bapai (Nambai) Subdistricts.  Rivers in this area are more affected by the ocean 
tide than the flow of water, especially in the dry season.  The majority of indigenous villages 
are along the Asue6 River. 
 
The survey team collected information through observation and group interviews using an 
extended formal questionnaire in all villages that were visited.  In addition, they also gave 

                                                           
6 The indigenous people expressed a preference to have the name of their river spelled with one s.  Consequently, 
both the river name and the language designation are spelled with one s.  However, the subdistrict name is regularly 
spelled Assue, so that convention has been retained for the subdistrict name. 
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shorter questionnaires to the mayor and the school headmasters in all villages.  See Appendix 
A for an English translation of the questionnaire used in the interview with the mayor, and 
Appendix B for an English translation of the questionnaire used in the interview for the 
school headmaster. 

 
3.1. POPULATION OF THE AREA 

 

According to government sources, the population of Assue Subdistrict is 5,808 people in 
1,205 households living in 15 villages.  Haju Subdistrict has about 1,437 people in 274 
households in 16 villages.  Only four villages in Haju were visited by the survey team.  
All villages are indigenous, meaning that there are no transmigration villages7 in this 
area. 

 

3.2. COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRICITY 
 

There is no public electricity in either Assue Subdistrict or the four villages in Haju 
Subdistrict that were visited; the only electricity available is through privately owned 
generators.  Satellite phone service is available through a “payphone shop” in the capital 
of Eci Subdistrict.  There is one single side band (SSB) radio in the Assue Subdistrict 
office and another owned by TEAM Mission in Kaibu village of Haju Subdistrict. 
 

3.3. TRANSPORTATION 
 

3.3.1. Water Transportation 

 
The survey team travelled to the survey area using a motorized canoe, which was 
rented in Senggo.8  There is no public transportation, so the people just use private 
motorboats to go to the subdistrict capital.  The cost of one for a one-way passage 
from Kiki and Homang, for example, to the subdistrict capital is about $2.50 per 
person.9 

 

3.3.2. Land Transportation 
 

Since most villages are located along the river, the team traveled mostly by boat on 
the water.  A few villages were reachable only by walking through the jungle about 
one or two kilometers from the river.  There are no roads at all. 

 

3.3.3. Air Transportation 
 

Travel from Jayapura to Senggo was via MAF air service.  The trip takes about two 
and one-half hours, including a half-hour stop-over. 
 

                                                           
7 Transmigration villages are created by a government program to relocate people from other parts of Indonesia to 
the less densely inhabited areas of Papua. 
8 The driver was David Wambrau.  The cost of the boat rental was about 25 US dollars per day, not including fuel. 
9 The exchange rate at the time of this survey was: 1 USD = 10400 IDR 
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Several villages in Assue Subdistrict have airstrips that are no longer useable.  There 
are many wide, long rivers where a floatplane could land easily.  One such potential 
location is the capital of Eci Subdistrict.  

 

3.4. HEALTH AND MEDICAL 

 

Very few toilets are available.  The survey team happened to see several wells in 
Khanami village which were dry because they were built in a poor location.  

 
According to the observations of the survey team, in many villages people suffer from 
lack of good nutrition.  This is indicated by the many children who have orange hair, a 
sign of the lack of nutrients in their diet.  Although there is no lack of staple foods, it 
appears that the people do not have enough variety and alternatives in their diets.  This 
may be the result of the inability to find varieties of foods or lack of education of 
nutritional basics. 

 
There are some health workers working in the villages that were visited, and several 
villages also have a village health clinic.  Every village also has at least one or two 
traditional healers.  These are often sought out by the villagers for relief from ailments 
and for healing of afflictions from spiritual forces. 

 
Based on the information gathered, malaria, vomiting/diarrhea, dysentery, and typhoid 
are the most common health complaints in the 19 villages visited.  It was also reported 
that 96 cases of HIV/AIDS have been detected in Assue Subdistrict. 

 

3.5. LIVELIHOOD, ECONOMY, AND INFLUENCE OF OUTSIDERS 

 

The main source of livelihood is traditional hunting and gathering, plus some agriculture.  
People mostly eat sago (the traditional staple) or imported rice along with fish, which 
they can get from the rivers.  People also plant short-term crops like sweet potatoes and 
vegetables.  Long-term crops include coconuts, bananas, and some non-indigenous 
varieties of fruit. 

 
There is no large-scale business that functions as an employer.  Eaglewood traders from 
other islands have influenced many people to search for this wood in the jungle.  Many 
people are obsessed with finding and selling as much eaglewood as possible.   
 
At the Eci Subdistrict capital and in Khanami, the survey team found a number of small 
shops and canteens.  These small shops sell canned and packaged foods, bottled water, 
household needs, drinks, and school supplies.  Several people sell their surplus fish as well 
as some vegetables at the market in the subdistrict capital.  Nevertheless, the prices of the 
items they want to buy with their proceeds continue to rise so that sometimes people are 
unable to buy the items they need.  Also, in some of the villages that were visited there 
were small stores, but their prices were equally high.  In almost every village visited, 
people complained about the way prices have been influenced by the eaglewood trade. 
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3.6. RELIGIOUS SITUATION 

 
The indigenous inhabitants of the area are, for the most part, Roman Catholic and 
Protestant Christians.  Most transmigrants,10 who live in the subdistrict capital, adhere to 
Islam.  Every village visited had a church building, but all worship services were led by 
lay leaders.  People appear to mix their organized religion with traditional beliefs 
(animism), although frequently the people that were interviewed did not acknowledge 
that there are people who still cling to the traditional beliefs. 
 

3.7. EDUCATION 

 

The survey team collected detailed information about the educational situation in nine 
villages where a teacher happened to be present when the team arrived.  The villages of 
Juvo Besar and Kabu are located right next to each other (historically they were just one 
village), so there is only one elementary school for these two villages.  Kasima and Kaibu 
are also located next to each other and share an elementary school.  The other ten villages 
either had no teacher present at the time the team visited, or else they did not have a 
school.  Children of school age generally were enrolled in elementary school in the nine 
villages mentioned.  Many villagers expressed concern because their schools were 
frequently closed because of teachers who would not remain at their assigned postings. 
 
3.7.1. Registration by Grade 

 
The chart following summarizes the number of students who are registered for each 
grade of elementary school.  (Note that attendance may vary from the registration 
figures given.) 

 

                                                           
10 The term ‘transmigrant’ is used in this report to refer to people who “move from one country or region to another 
and settle there” (http://dictionary.laborlawtalk.com).  The majority of people who have moved into the language 
areas of Papua are from other parts of Papua and Indonesia, not from outside the country. 
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Table 2.  Elementary School Registration 

   Grade 

Village 
Type of 

School 

Grade 

1 

Grade 

2 

Grade 

3 

Grade 

4 

Grade 

5 

Grade 

6 
Total 

Juvo Kecil Y 6 11 12 - - - 29 

Juvo Besar &Kabu Y 15 10 4 5 7 - 41 

Kasima & Kaibu I 75 50 20 16 14 7 182 

Sigare I 22 19 16 13 13 10 93 

Homang  I 11 9 6 9 9 9 53 

Kaitok I ~15 ~15 ~7 ~7 ~7 ~3 ~54 

Khanami Y 34 16 22 13 - - 85 

Subtotal  178 130 87 63 50 29 537 

% of Total (537)  33% 24% 16% 12% 9% 5% 100% 

Kopi  I - - - - - - ~70 

Isage Y - - - - - - ~100 

Total        ~707 

Y = YPPK, an organization of private Catholic schools 
 I = INPRES, government funded public schools 
 

3.7.2. Language Use in School 

 
The following table shows the answers teachers gave to various questions regarding 
language use in school. 

 
Table 3.  Language Use in Public Schools 

Question 

 

Village 

Language of 

Instruction 

Language 

Used During 

Play at School 

Do First Graders 

Speak/Understand 

Indonesian? 

Time Needed to 

Become Fluent 

in Indonesian 

Juvo Kecil 
Only 

Indonesian 
Only 

Vernacular 
Yes, a little 2-3 years 

Juvo Besar 

& Kabu 

Only 
Indonesian 

Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Yes - 

Kasima & 

Kaibu 

Only 
Indonesian 

Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

- - 

Isage 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Yes, a little One year 

Homang 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Yes - 

Kopi 
Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Yes One quarter 

Kaitok 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Yes, but with 
difficulty 

At least two years 

Sigare 
Only 

Indonesian 
Only 

Vernacular 
Yes Two years 

Khanami 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular/ 
Indonesian 

Yes, a little 
Usually fluent by 
second grade 
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Although this table shows that the primary language of instruction is Indonesian, 
some children require explanation in the vernacular in the first and second grades.  
One factor that could show that children prefer the vernacular is when they are 
playing.  This seems to be true for two of the villages above, though in the other 
villages the children seem to be mostly bilingual. 
 
The results of the questions about the length of time it takes a student to comprehend 
and speak Indonesian are ambiguous.  Each teacher had a different answer and 
probably has varying standards of what it means to comprehend or speak Indonesian.  
However, what can be concluded is that it does take some amount of time for students 
to become more fluent in speaking Indonesian.  This may reflect the lack of use of 
Indonesian in the home, but it is more likely due to the fact that at school a more 
formal register of Indonesian (Bahasa Tinggi) is used. 

 
 

4. GROUP QUESTIONNAIRES  

 

4.1. PROCEDURE 

 
Group questionnaires were administered in each village by two of the team members—
one mentor and one trainee.  The questions were put to groups ranging from about 8 to 50 
villagers.  Sometimes there were only a few people present in a village because people 
were often out searching for eaglewood or food.  The interviewer was trained to 
encourage each of the villagers to participate, but typically the conversation was 
dominated by only a few people.  The questionnaire took about one hour to complete.  
See Appendix C for an English translation of the group questionnaire that was used 
during this survey. 

 

4.2. RESULTS 

 

4.2.1. Demography 

 

Table 4 shows the basic demography of each village, with the number of households, 
and total population.  The middle column shows both those who are from other 
language groups and living in the village to work as merchants, search for eaglewood, 
teach in the school, or provide health care.  The last column shows those who have 
married-in and live in the village.  Non-native peoples in all of these villages are a 
very small minority.  The majority of non-native peoples live in the subdistrict 
capital, including several foreigners (Republic of China, Singaporeans, Malaysians, 
and Thai). 
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Table 4.  Village Demographics 

Village 

Population 
People from Other Ethnic 

Groups 

Married People from 

Other Ethnic Groups 
House

-holds 
People 

A
su

e 
A

w
y

u
 

Aboge ~200 ~1000 Bugis, Makasar, Kamoro 
Muyu, Bugis, Makasar, 
Java, Wiyagar, Yaqay 

Amenda 50 228 Serui, Toraja - 

Asaren 200 369 Maumere, Ambon Yaqay, Java 

Eci 108 752 

Asmat, Mapi, Java, Muyu, Dani, 
Palopo, India (descent), (also 
foreign nationals from China, 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand) 

Muyu, other Awyu, 
Wiyagar, Bugis, Kei, 
Makasar, Java, Sumatra 

Homang 45 200 Bugis Wiyagar 

Isage 95 602 - 
Sorong, Makasar, 
Wamena 

Juvo Besar 63 263 Flores, Bugis, Makasar, Toraja Mandobo, Buton 

Kabu 54 473 - - 

Juvo Kecil 36 178 Muyu - 

Kaibu 63 277 - 
Java, Makasar, Ambon, 
Kei 

Kasima ~100 ~600 - - 

Keru - 100 Bugis Asmat, Yaqay 

Khanami 69 275 Bugis, Maluku, Makasar Asmat, Yaqay 

Kiki 50 210 Yaqay, Toraja, Java Asmat, Java, Yaqay 

Kopi 84 391 Java, Yaqay Java, Yaqay 

Omuro 61 332 - - 

T
a

m
a

g
a

ri
o

 Kaitok 76 363 Kimaam Awyu, Asmat 

Sigare 81 556 Kimaam, Muyu, Yaqay Obaa, Awyu 

Yame 122 588 Asmat, Java, Mapi, Awyu 
Asmat, Java, Mapi, 
Awyu 

 
4.2.2. Development 

 
The Subdistrict Head of Assue is from Kimaam, and the Subdistrict Head of Haju is 
from Serui.  Other leadership (religious, civil, and traditional) in every village visited 
is from within the language group, with the exception of the teachers, the head of the 
school, and the village health worker.    
 
It was reported that all change of village leadership is accomplished through 
consensus.  
 
With regard to physical health, 15 villages (80%) of those answering reported that the 
people seek a traditional healer before turning to professional medical help (clinic, 
village health worker, etc.).  In four other villages (20%), they responded that they go 
to a religious leader to request prayer before seeking medical help.  There are also 
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those who seek a healer first, then go to a religious leader.  In the case of someone 
who is “possessed” by an evil spirit, about 50% say that they first go to a traditional 
healer, 30% request prayer from a religious leader, and 15% have never had any 
experience with this kind of situation.  In one village, Kopi, the people reported that 
they do nothing if they encounter this kind of situation. 
 
The village of Amenda has a special community development committee.  Their most 
recent project is to build a church building, which was still in progress at the time of 
the visit.  The villages of Kopi, Omuro, and Yame also have a community 
development committee, but currently they have no projects in progress.  The other 
15 villages have no special community development committee, and any programs 
are usually coordinated by the village officials.   
 
It was reported that there are no natural phenomena that inhibit transportation to 
nearby villages.  On the contrary, flooding decreases the distance between villages by 
creating short-cuts where normally one can only follow the courses of winding rivers. 
 

4.2.3. Language Use 

 

The majority of people in this area speak at least some Indonesian.  Those who are 
educated speak a variety closer to the national standard, which is taught in the 
schools.  Many others speak a dialect of Papuan Malay, which is still commonly 
referred to as “Indonesian” even though it is distinct in many ways.  No attempt was 
made to distinguish these two varieties and their usage during this survey. 
 
The community members in each village were asked about language use in various 
public and private domains.  The table below shows the results as given by the 
villagers. 
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Table 5.  Current Language Use 

 

Village 

 
 
 

Domain 

Asue Awyu Tamagario 

A
b

o
g

e 

A
m

en
d

a
 

A
sa

re
n

 

E
ci

 

H
o
m

a
n

g
 

I
sa

g
e 

J
u

v
o

 B
es

a
r 

&
 K

a
b

u
a
 

J
u

v
o

 K
ec

il
 

K
a
ib

u
 &

 

K
a

si
m

a
b
 

K
er

u
 

K
h

a
n

a
m

i 

K
ik

i 

K
o

p
i 

O
m

u
ro

 

K
a
it

o
k

 

S
ig

a
re

 

Y
a

m
e 

Home B V V V B V V V V V V V B V V V B 

With Friends B B B B B V B V V V B B V B B B V 

Garden V V V V B V V V V V V V V V V V V 

Market (Eci) N N N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N 

Clinic N N N N N N N N N N N N N B N N N 

School Recess B V B B V B B V B - V B V N B V B 

School 

Instruction 
N N N N N N V N N - N N N B N N N 

School 

Explanations 
N N N N N N N N N - N V N B N N N 

Feasts B V V V V V V V V V B V V V V B B 

Announcements B V B B B B B B B B B B B B B V B 

Meetings B N N B B B B B B V B B N B B B B 

Public 

Prayer 

RC N B N B N N N N N N B N B N - V N 

P - - - N N - N N N N - - - - B - - 

Mass/ 

Liturgy 

RC N B N N N N B N N B B N N N - N N 

P - - - N N - B N N B - - - - B - - 

Singing 
RC B B N B N B N B N V B B V B - B N 

P - - - B N - B B B V - - - - B - - 

Preaching 
RC N B N N V N B N N B B B B B - B B 

P - - - N B - B N B B - - - - B - - 
N = National Language (Indonesian)      V = Vernacular      B = Both 

RC = Roman Catholic Church      P = Protestant Church 
a. Data from Juvo Besar and Kabu is listed together here because a single group from both villages was 

interviewed.  These two villages are located next to each other and historically were one village with one 
language. 

b. Data from Kaibu and Kasima is listed together here because a single group from both villages was interviewed.  
The two villages are located next to each other. 
 

This table shows that bilingualism is spread across a broad sweep of domains.  In 
general, the vernacular language use is reserved for communication within the group.  
This is typified by the almost consistent response for language used during a “feast”.  
All groups of respondents stated that only the vernacular is used then, except in 
Aboge, Khanami, Sigare, and Yame, where respondents replied that both vernacular 
and the national language were used.  The vernacular predominates in the private 
domains of home, friends and garden.  The national language predominates in 
contacts with the outside world and also in institutions brought in by the outside 
world: the government and its programs (schools, clinics), and also the formal aspects 
of church life. 
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It is interesting that the information gathered from the community regarding language 
used by the children during “school recess” is not entirely consistent with what was 
reported by the teachers (see Table 3).  It is not clear if one (or both) of these parties 
is trying to give the survey team the answer they think the team wants to hear.    
Although the team felt inclined to take the information given by the teachers more 
seriously because they are usually from outside the village and on-site at the school, 
direct observation over an extended village stay may be the only way to get at the 
facts here. 
 

4.2.4. Language Change 

 
One of the factors indicating language change is the language use among young 
people.  The reported language usage among young people is summarized in Table 6. 
 

Table 6.  Language Use of the Young People 

Question 
 

Villages 

Is Vernacular 

Mixed with 

Indonesian? 

Is That 

Good? 
Why? 

A
su

e 
A

w
y

u
 

Aboge Yes Yes/No 
Yes (so they can follow instruction at school) 
No (might offend other people) 

Amenda Yes Yes So old people can understand more quickly 

Asaren Yes Yes So that it’s more clear 

Eci Yes Yes So that the meaning is more clear 

Homang Yes Yes So more can understand 

Isage Yes Yes To communicate outside the village/language group 

Juvo Besar & Kabu  Yes Yes - 

Juvo Kecil Yes (a little) Yes So the meaning is more clear 

Kaibu & Kasima  Yes Yes - 

Keru Yes - - 

Khanami Yes Yes - 

Kiki Yes Yes To communicate with people on the outside 

Kopi Yes Yes If they forget vernacular, they can say it in Indonesian 

Omuro Yes Yes 
So tradition will be maintained and communication 
with the outside will be more fluent 

T
a

m
a

g
a

ri
o

 

Kaitok Yes No Old people don’t understand Indonesian 

Sigare Yes Yes Complement each other when explaining tradition 

Yame Yes Yes Because it’s already necessary and customary 

 
Reported usage was very similar among all the villages. All the villages reported that 
the national language is used as much as the vernacular. In all villages, the vernacular 
is not mixed with any other language except Indonesian. There was basic agreement 
that this is good, so that their own language would be preserved, so that they are able 
to communicate with the outside world, and so that they are able to understand 
instruction at school.  
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It should be noted that there seems to have been some confusion among the 
interviewers and the respondents concerning the question “why”. As can be seen from 
the answers some people interpreted the “why” question as: “why is it good/not good 
that the young people speak the national language besides the vernacular”, while 
others seem to have interpreted it as: “why is it good/not good that the young people 
mix the vernacular with Indonesian.”  In Amenda the people seem to have interpreted 
the question as meaning: “why is it good that the young people still speak the 
vernacular besides the national language.”  Four groups of respondents were perhaps 
so confused that when the team asked, they gave no answer at all. 
 

4.2.5. Language Preservation 

 

The survey team gathered data on a number of factors that indicate language 
preservation.  Two of the indicators are marriage patterns and whether or not the 
students who receive education outside the language area are returning to the 
language area.  
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Table 7: Marriage Patterns and Graduates Staying in Town 

Question 

 

Village 

Marry Which 

Other Ethnic 

Group? 

Are There Marriage 

Restrictions?   

Why? 

Graduates Stay in Town?  

Why? 

A
su

e 
A

w
y

u
  

Aboge 
Muyu, Java, Bugis, 

Yaqay, Wiyagar 
Yes: Custom; to add 

numbers for war 
Yes/No: Depends on work 

Amenda Asmat Yes: Must marry in 
No: Not capable in the field 

of education 

Asaren Yaqay, Java No No: Depends on work 

Eci 

Muyu, Wiyagar, 
Bugis, Makasar, 
Dani, Java, Kei 

Yes: Custom; Not 
allowed to marry out 

No: There is no work 

Homang Wiyagar No N/A 

Isage 
Sorong, Makasar, 

Dani 
Yes: Custom; can 

marry in, but not out 
No: Depends on situation, 

if unemployed 

Juvo Besar 

& Kabu 
Mandobo, Buton No N/A  

Juvo Kecil None -  N/A: None yet, not allowed 

Kaibu & 

Kasima 
Java, Makasar, 

Ambon, Kei  
Yes: Must marry in N/A  

Khanami Asmat, Yaqay No 
No: stay in village if there 

is work 

Keru Asmat, Iarai No N/A 

Kiki 
Asmat, Java, 

Yaqay 
Yes: Religion 

No: Dependent on funds to 
continue schooling 

Kopi Java Yes: Private No: Fate; goals not realized 

Omuro None 
Yes: Allowed to marry 
in (live in own village) 

No:  Miss home and parents 

T
a

m
a

g
a

ri
o
 Kaitok Awyu, Asmat 

Yes: Not allowed to 
marry out 

Yes/No: Depends; they 
come & go as they wish 

Sigare Awyu, Mapi 
Yes: Custom & ethnic 

group 
No: Look for money to 

return 

Yame 
Java, Asmat, Mapi, 

Muyu 
No 

No: Need for money and 
food 

 
People most frequently marry within the group.  While there are restrictions on whom 
one may marry, there are some who have married out.  Marriage with those from 
other language groups mostly occurs with neighboring ethnic groups, such as Asmat, 
Yaqay, and Wiyagar.  There are also now a few who have married with people from 
non-Papuan groups, such as people from Java, Bugis, Makasar, Buton, and Kei.  This 
is due to the numbers of these people who live among them. 
 
It was generally reported that young people are unable to continue living in the city.  
The main reason was economics.  Without a job, it is difficult to live in the city, while 
in the village, these same people can live off the land.  A secondary factor that came 
up in several answers is the bonds that young people still have to the village.  These 
bonds are not easily broken.   
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Another indicator of language preservation is the number of transmigrants living 
among the indigenous people and the language use with these transmigrants.  In Table 
8, language is the reported data relating to this factor.   

 
Table 8. Language Use with Transmigrants 

Question 

 

Village 

How Many 

Transmigrants? 

Why Here? 

Where 

from?   

Language 

Used with 

them? 

Do they 

Learn the 

Vernacular? 

Is that good?  

Why? 

A
su

e 
A

w
y

u
  

Aboge 

10 households: 
eaglewood, 

teach, merchant 

Bugis, 
Makasar, 
Kamoro  

Indonesian No 
No: Don’t want to join 

in with the village 
people 

Amenda 
2 households: 

work 
Serui, Toraja vernacular Yes 

Yes: If they learn it, 
they can communicate 

Asaren 10: marry, work 
Momere, 

Ambon, NTT 
Indonesian Yes (passive) 

Yes: Unity and 
education 

Eci 
About 100: 
marry, work 

Asmat, 
Mapi, Muyu, 

Dani, Java 
Indonesian Yes Yes: Become closer 

Homang 6: work Bugis Indonesian Yes 
Yes: Can understand the 

language 

Isage None: - - - - - 

Juvo 

Besar & 

Kabu 

12: merchant, 
eaglewood, teach 

Toraja, NTT, 
Bugis, Buton 

Indonesian No Yes: Uncomfortable 

Juvo 

Kecil 

11: assigned here 
by gov’t 

Muyu Indonesian Yes (a little) Yes: Become brothers 

Kaibu & 

Kasima 
None: - - - - - 

Khanami 
34 households: 

eaglewood 
Bugis, Maluku, 

Makasar 
Indonesian No - 

Keru 

1 household: 
eaglewood, 
merchant 

Bugis Indonesian Yes (a little) 
Yes: Live together in the 

village 

Kiki 3: marry Toraja, Java Indonesian Yes 
Yes: More intimate if 

they’re fluent 

Kopi 
More than 20: 

marry 
Java, Yaqay Indonesian Yes 

Yes: If they like it here, 
they can understand 

Omuro None: - - - - - 

T
a

m
a

g
a

ri
o
 

Kaitok 
1 household: 

work 
Kimaghama 
(Kimaam) 

Indonesian Yes 
Yes: We have our own 

language 

Sigare 

10 people: 
teachers, health 

workers 

Kimaam, 
Muyu, Yaqay 

Indonesian/
vernacular 

Yes 
Yes: So when the 

language is used, they’re 
not confused 

Yame 
5 households: 
work, marry 

Java, Asmat, 
Mapi, Muyu 

Indonesian Yes 
Yes: So they can 

understand when we’re 
at home 
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All villages, except one, had transmigrants living among the indigenous people.  Most 
of these are teachers, government health workers and business people.  Four villages 
reported having transmigrants who married into the group.  Virtually every village 
reported that transmigrants were learning the local language and that this was good 
for communication and relationships. 

 

4.2.6. Perceived Similarity and Intercomprehension 

 

In each village, the people were asked how they perceived the level of similarity of 
the language spoken in the surrounding villages.  They were asked where (in what 
villages) do the people speak: 1) a language that is exactly the same, 2) a language 
that is slightly different but still understandable, and 3) a language that is very 
different and unintelligible.  The results are displayed in Table 9.  Villages that were 
surveyed have been bolded in the left column for easier reference. 
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Table 9.  Perceived Similarity of Speech Varieties 

 

Villages  

Questioned 

 
Villages  

Compared 

Asue Awyu  Tamagario 

K
h

a
n

a
m

i 

A
sa

re
n

 

K
er

u
 

Is
a

g
e 

K
ik

i 

K
o

p
i 

E
ci

 

J
u

v
o

 K
ec

il
 

O
m

u
ro

 

J
u

v
o

 B
es

a
r 

K
a

b
u

 

A
m

en
d

a
 

H
o

m
a

n
g
 

K
a

si
m

a
 

K
a

ib
u

 

A
b

o
g
e 

S
ig

a
re

 

K
a

it
o

k
 

Y
a

m
e 

A
su

e 
A

w
y

u
  

Khanami - S S  S S S/D     D D   D O O  

Asaren S - S S S S D     D D    O O  

Keru S S -  S  S/D   D  D D    O O  

Isage S S S - S S S D    D D D D D O O  

Kiki S S S S - S S   D  D D   D O O  

Kopi S S S S S - S D     D D D D O O  

Medah S S S  S S      D        

Eci S S S S   - D    D D D D D O O  

Juvo Kecil   D D D   -  S  S S    O O  

Omuro  D  D   D D -   S  S S  O O  

Juvo Besar D D D D D   S  - S S S S S  O O  

Kabu D  D D D   S  S - S S S S  O O  

Amenda D D  D D  D D S  S -  S S   O  

Homang  D S  D   S S S S S - S S  O O  

Sagare        S  S S S    S    

Kasima D D  D   D D D   S  - S  O O  

Kaibu D D  D   D D D   S  S -  O O  

Haju Subdistrict D D D D D       S        

Wagi          S  S        

Amagatsu   D      D   S        

Aboge  D D D D  D D  D  D D D D -    

Aip               S  O O  

Yagatsu         D   D        

Katage         D   D        

Sogope            D        

Wiyage         D   D        

Busiri   D D   D              

O
th

er
 

Boma (North Awyu)       O             

Gauda (Central Awyu)   D  D               

Nohon (Central Awyu)       O O      D D     

Bade (South Awyu)      D              

Kepi (Yaqay)  O        O        O  

Kunogir (Kayagar?)     O               

Erpim (?)     O               

Sogomi (?) O O     O   O          

Pantai Kasuari                   O 

Kaibusene (Kayagar)         O   O        

Okor (Kayagar)     O    O O  O        

Warogom (Kayagar)     O    O   O        

Atsipim (Kayagar)         O O  O        

Tsemtaipim (Kayagar)         O O  O        

T
a
m

a
g
a

ri
o
 

Sigare O O O O    O     O   O - D D 

Kaitok O O O O    O     O   O S - S 

Khaumi                 S S  

Kayaghai                 S S  

Kabe                 S S  

Yame O O O O  O  O     O O O O S D - 

Taragae                 S D  

Ati                 S D  

Upin                  D  

Kerke   O           O    D O D 

Magabag                 D   

Pagai              O    D   

Arare              O    D  D 

S = Exact same dialect    D = Different dialect of same language    O = Other language 
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While the difference between S (exact same dialect) and D (different dialect) may be 
difficult for the people to differentiate, it appears that there are some consistent 
patterns that have emerged from their responses.   
 
Regarding the Asue Awyu language, the reported data seems to indicate that there are 
at least two different dialects of Asue Awyu.  For the first dialect group, the villages 
of Khanami, Asaren, Keru, Kopi, Isage, Kiki, and Eci almost always reported that the 
other villages in this group spoke exactly the same dialect as theirs.  These villages 
also reported that Medah (a village that was not surveyed) was the same dialect, so 
the data indicates that Medah can also be added to this dialect group.   
 
For the second dialect group—the villages of Juvo Kecil, Omuro, Juvo Besar, Kabu, 
Amenda, Homang, Kasima, Kaibu—almost always reported that the other villages in 
this group speak exactly the same dialect as theirs.  These villages also reported that 
Sagare (also not surveyed) was the same dialect, so the data indicates that Sagare can 
also be added to this second dialect group.   
 
From the reported data it is less clear if Aboge would fit into either of these two 
dialect groupings, or if it is best considered as a separate dialect, since no other 
village reported Aboge to be the same dialect, and Aboge only reported Sagare as 
being the same dialect.  Because of limited data, it is also unclear how Wagi, 
Amagatsu, Aip, Yagatsu, Katage, Sogope, Wiyage, and Busiri fit into either of these 
or other dialect groups.  Further survey in these villages is needed to get a clearer 
picture of the language situation. 
 
Regarding the Tamagario language, the villages of Kaitok, Sigare, and Yame reported 
each other as being exactly the same dialect, or a different dialect of the same 
language.  These three villages also listed Khaumi, Kayaghai, Kabe, Taragai, Ati, 
Upim, Kerke, Magabag, Pagai, and Arare as speaking exactly the same dialect or a 
different dialect of the same language, so it is very likely that these villages can also 
be considered as Tamagario speaking.  Further survey is needed to confirm this 
assertion, especially since Tamagario and Kayagar are quite similar languages, which 
may mean that some of these villages are in fact Kayagar speaking.  More complete 
survey in the Tamagario and Kayagar speaking areas will give a clearer picture of the 
relationship between these two languages. 

 

4.2.7. Language Attitudes 

 
One of the indicators of language attitudes, particularly toward the written modality 
of the vernacular, is the local people’s past experience and efforts using the written 
form of their language.  Data relating to this indicator is listed below in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Past Experience with the Written Modality 

Question

Village 
Has there Been a 

Literacy Program? 

Has Anyone Written 

in the Vernacular?   
What was Written? 

A
su

e 
A

w
y

u
 

Aboge  No Two people song books 

Amenda  
Yes 

(1992-1993) 
3 lay peole songs 

Asaren  No No one - 

Eci  No No one - 

Homang  No No one - 

Isage  No One person 
wrote “welcome” for 

the survey team 

Juvo Besar & Kabu  No No one - 

Juvo Kecil  No One person songs 

Kaibu & Kasima No Two people 
songs, prayers, part of 

Bible (Mark) 

Keru  No No one - 

 Khanami  Yes young children - 

Kiki  No No one - 

Kopi  No No one - 

Omuro  No One person 
Songs, Gospel of Mark 

(is still in church) 

T
a

m
a

-

g
a

ri
o
 Kaitok   No No one - 

Sigare  No No one - 

Yame  No One person songs 

 
According to Table 10, around the years 1992–1993 there was a literacy program in 
the vernacular language, which was held in Amenda and Khanami villages.  Other 
villages reported that they had never had a literacy program.  Aboge, Amenda, Juvo 
Kecil, Kaibu, Kasima, Omuro and Yame do have songs written in the vernacular, and 
Kaibu, Kasima and Omuro reported that they already have part of the Bible (Gospel 
of Mark) translated and printed in the Awyu language.  

 
The survey team also gathered data about the people’s attitudes toward potential 
vernacular language development.  The data gathered is summarized in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Attitudes Toward Potential Language Development 

Question

 

Village 

Want to Learn to 

Read & Write 

Vernacular? Why? 

What Books 

Do You Want 

Written? 

What would 

you give for 

them? 

Community Ready for 

Program of …? 
How Many 

Involved? 

Desired Language 

for Literacy 

Literacy Translation Adult  Child  

Aboge 

(Awyu) 

Yes: because it’s our 
language and culture 

songs, prayers, 
Bible, history, 

culture 

produce & 
work 

- Yes some V & I V & I 

Amenda 

(Awyu) 

Yes: so elders who 
don’t know NL can 

also use books 

Bible portions, 
creation 

narrative with 
pictures 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes all V & I I 

Asaren 

(Awyu) 
Yes: own language 

all kinds of 
books 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes all V & I V & I 

Eci 

(Awyu) 

Yes: so kids can 
easily learn native 

language 

songs, prayers, 
Bible, history 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes many V & I V & I 

Homang 

(Awyu) 

Yes: to learn own 
language 

songs, anything 
produce & 

work 
Yes Yes many V I 

Isage 

(Awyu) 

Yes: because it’s our 
language (mother 

tongue) 

songs, Bible, 
history 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes many V & I V & I 

Juvo Besar & 

Kabu 

(Awyu) 

Yes: if they don’t 
understand 

all kinds of 
books 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes many V & I V & I 

Juvo Kecil 

(Awyu) 

Yes: because we have 
our own language 

songs, prayers, 
Bible, religious 
books, history, 
cultural stories 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes many V & I V & I 

Kaibu & 

Kasima 

(Awyu) 

Yes: elders who don’t 
know NL, can quickly 

understand 

songs, prayers, 
Bible 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes many V & I V & I 

Keru 

(Awyu) 

Yes: because it’s our 
language 

songs, Bible, 
history, cultural 

songs 
_ Yes Yes _ V & I V & I 

 Khanami 

(Awyu) 

Yes: in order to read 
our own language 

songs, Bible, 
history 

produce 
(sago, meat) 

& work 
Yes Yes all V & I V & I 

Kiki 

(Awyu) 

Yes: because it’s our 
own Awyu language 

 prayers, Bible, 
history, cultural 

stories 
_ Yes Yes many V & I V & I 

Kopi 

(Awyu) 

Yes: happy because 
it’s our own language 

songs, prayers, 
Bible, history 

produce, 
money & 

work  
Yes Yes not sure I V & I 

Omuro 

(Awyu) 
Yes: fun to read it 

songs, Bible, 
history, cultural 

stories 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes many V & I I 

Kaitok 

 (Tamagario) 
Yes 

songs, prayers, 
Bible 

veggies, 
produce & 

work 
Yes Yes don’t know V V 

Sigare 

(Tamagario) 

Yes: happy because 
it’s our own language 

songs, prayers, 
Bible, history, 
cultural stories 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes 4 individuals V & I V & I 

Yame 

(Tamagario) 

Yes: it’s interesting, 
help us develop 

songs, prayers, 
Bible, history 

produce & 
work 

Yes Yes 
whoever 
wants to 

V & I I 

V = vernacular I = Indonesian 
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The majority of respondents affirmed that they want to learn to read and write in the 
vernacular language.  Reasons given ranged from the obvious (“in order to read our 
language” and “because it’s in our language”) to the more carefully thought-out (“so 
elders who don’t know the national language can also use books”). 

 
The people responded positively to the possibility of having a language program in 
their village.  This is shown by the fact that almost all villages (95%) are prepared to 
help out in the form of produce or labor with such a program.  All villages are 
prepared to receive a language program (both literacy and a translation program), 
except the village of Aboge.  According to the survey team’s notes, they only want a 
translation program.  But since they answered that they would be happy to read and 
write in the vernacular language, the team suspects that perhaps they did not 
understand the question. 

 
Apparently, the people understand that a literacy program in the vernacular language 
is most appropriate for adults.  Of the 19 villages surveyed, 16 said that they desire to 
read and write in the vernacular and the national language, while two villages chose 
only the vernacular language and one only the national language. 
 
For their children, the majority of the 19 villages surveyed opted for Indonesian and 
the village language (13 villages).  There were four that chose to learn in Indonesian 
only, one which chose the vernacular language, and one which chose Indonesian, the 
vernacular, and English!  This may have been due to the interviewer suggesting that 
another language could also be used to learn to read and write.  English was probably 
chosen because it is Indonesia’s official international language, and thus it is very 
prestigious.11  

 

4.2.8. Language Vitality 

 

To discover further information about language vitality, the survey team gathered 
data about the language use of the children in each village, as well as the efforts by 
the parents to teach the children the local language. 
 

Whenever people were asked whether or not they instruct or correct their children’s 
use of the vernacular, all speakers responded that they do so.  When they were asked 
for a more complete answer, several answered that the adults and youth use the 
vernacular language, so that the children will eventually learn the vernacular 
language.  Others told the survey team that they intentionally do this to preserve and 
guard their language against disappearing.  None were able to imagine that their 
language could possibly disappear – they all thought that their language would still be 
in use in the next 20 years.  

                                                           
11 People frequently did not seem to understand questions about literacy programs.  They think it is the same as 
education at school.  This is probably the reason they answered that they want the program to be in Indonesian and 
sometimes in English. 
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5. WORDLISTS 

 

5.1. PROCEDURE 

 

Wordlists are gathered by the survey team to help compare the speech varieties in each 
village visited.  The wordlists are compared to make decisions about language 
boundaries.  Normally full wordlists (239 items) are elicited.  The survey team collected 
full wordlists (239 words) in five Asue Awyu villages (Khanami, Keru, Juvo Kecil, Juvo 
Besar and Kabu12), as well as in three Tamagario speaking villages (Sigare, Yame, and 
Kaitok).  These eight wordlists can be found in Appendix F.  The full wordlists were 
typed into WordSurv13 and grouped according to lexical similarity.  This was done 
according to the principles given by Blair in his book, Survey on a Shoestring (1990), and 
also according to the rules that apply to languages in Papua specifically.  See Appendix D 
for the principles given by Blair, and Appendix E for the rules that apply to languages in 
Papua. 

 
In some villages, the survey team gathers shorter wordlists (only 50 words) rather than 
the full 239-item wordlists.  In each village, the first 50 words of the full wordlist are 
elicited and then compared with a full wordlist already elicited that is expected to be the 
same speech variety.  If it is clear that there is over 80% lexical similarity between the 
first 50 words, it is already evident that the two wordlists are from the same speech 
variety, and there is no need to continue eliciting the full wordlist.  The team elicited 
short wordlists of only fifty words in seven other Asue Awyu villages in Assue 
Subdistrict along the Asue River (Asaren, Isage, Kopi, Aboge, Homang, Eci, and Kiki), 
as well as four villages in Haju Subdistrict along the Miaro River (Amenda, Omuro, 
Khaibu and Kasima).  These shorter wordlists were compared manually without using the 
WordSurv computer program.  These shorter wordlists can be found in Appendix G. 

 
In order to interpret the apparent lexical similarity results, the Papua survey team follows the 
following guidelines outlined by SIL Indonesia:  
 
1. If apparent lexical similarity between two wordlists is between 0–60%, they can usually 

safely be interpreted to represent separate languages.  For percentages above 60%, 
lexicostatistic data alone is not adequate to determine whether or not the speech varieties 
are the same language.  
 

2. Lexical similarity results are always best interpreted alongside other lines of evidence.  
Additional sociolinguistic information gathered during the survey is to be used alongside 
the lexicostatistical data to help determine whether or not the speech varieties are the 
same language.  This sociolinguistic information includes data on reported intelligibility, 
ethnolinguistic identity, and attitudes toward the other speech variety. 

                                                           
12 The survey team gathered one word list from the villages of Juvo Besar and Kabu since these two villages have 
historically been one village with one language.  They are located side by side, so that the people were able to gather 
in one place at the time of our visit. 
13 WordSurv is a computer program that assists the researcher in calculating the percentage of lexical similarity 
between wordlists. 
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3. There may be occasions when intelligibility testing or participatory assessment is needed 
to make decisions about whether or not the speech varieties are the same language (such 
as when lexicostatistical and sociolinguistic data do not clearly indicate whether or not 
the speech varieties are the same language) or to confirm impressions that arise from 
rapid-appraisal survey. 

 
Regarding this second guideline recommending sociolinguistic investigation to augment 
the lexicostatistical data, the survey team has gathered data about the reported similarity 
and intelligibility among speech varieties, which are reported in section 4.2.6. 

 
5.2. RESULTS 

 
5.2.1. Comparison of Full Wordlists 

 
Table 12 shows the apparent lexical similarity as it was found by comparing the full 
wordlists.  The locations are designated in the format language name/village name.   

 
Table 12.  Lexical Similarity of Speech Varieties in Assue Subdistrict 

Asue Awyu/Khanami 

93 Asue Awyu/Keru 

73 74 Asue Awyu/Juvo Besar and Kabu 

72 76 81 Asue Awyu/Juvo Kecil 

1 2 2 1 Tamagario/Yame 

1 1 1 0 90 Tamagario/Sigare 

1 1 1 0 89 90 Tamagario/Kaitok 

 

 

This matrix indicates that the Asue Awyu language spoken in Keru, Khanami, Juvo 
Kecil and Juvo Besar have a high degree of similarity (72–93% lexical similarity).  
This level of apparent lexical similarity indicates that these villages very likely speak 
the same language.   
 
The level of apparent lexical similarity among the Tamagario-speaking villages in 
Assue Subdistrict is very high (89–90 percent), indicating that these villages very 
likely speak the same language. 
 
Lexical similarity between the speech varieties Asue Awyu and Tamagario range 
between 0–2%.  It is clear that Awyu and Tamagario are two very different 
languages. 
 

5.2.2. Comparison of Shorter Wordlists 

 
After eliciting shorter wordlists in eleven villages of the Asue Awyu group, the team 
did a manual comparison and it was apparent that all had an apparent lexical 
similarity of over 90% with the language used in Khanami village.  This indicates that 
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at least lexically there is a high degree of similarity among all these Asue Awyu-
speaking villages located in the whole of Assue Subdistrict and a portion of Haju 
Subdistrict. 

 

No shorter wordlists of the Tamagario language were elicited during this survey. 
 

5.3. Combining lexicostatistical data with reported similarity 

 

5.3.1. Asue Awyu  

The data on reported similarity in section 4.2.6 supports the conclusion that the 
villages of Khanami, Keru, Juvo Besar, and Juvo Kecil can be considered the same 
language since these villages reported each other as being the same dialect, or a 
different dialect of the same language.   
 
As previously mentioned, the data on reported similarity seems to indicate that there 
are two Asue Awyu dialects.  The lexicostatistic results support this possibility since 
the wordlists from the villages within each dialect grouping have a higher level of 
apparent similarity (Khanami and Keru at 93%; Juvo Besar and Juvo Kecil at 81%) 
than between the villages across the two dialects (72–76%). 
 

5.3.2. Tamagario 

 

As mentioned before, it is clear from the lexicostatistics that the three Tamagario 
speaking villages of Yame, Sigare, and Kaitok all speak the same language.  The data 
on reported similarity supports this assertion since the people of these three languages 
also reported that the other villages in this group either speak the same language or a 
different dialect of the same language.  Other villages that were mentioned by at least 
one of these villages as speaking the same dialect are: Kaumi, Kayaghai, Kabe, 
Taragai, and Ati.  So it is likely that these villages can also be considered as 
Tamagario speaking.  Survey in these villages is needed to confirm this assertion.  

 

5.4. COMPARISON WITH RESULTS FROM PREVIOUS SURVEYS 

 

5.4.1. Awyu Languages 

 
Since the survey team has now completed gathering wordlists in most of the Awyu-
speaking area, a complete comparison of the Awyu speech varieties (including 
Central Awyu [awu], North Awyu [yir], South Awyu [aws], Edera Awyu [awy], and 
Jair Awyu [awv]) can be done.  In the following table, Asue Awyu wordlists elicited 
from the villages of Khanami, Keru, Juvo Kecil, Juvo Besar, and Kabu during the 
present Assue Subdistrict survey will be compared with a sampling of other Awyu 
wordlists elicited during previous surveys.  These wordlists include the following: the 
villages of Homlikia, Geturki, Pies, and Sahapikia gathered during the Edera 
Subdistrict survey (Susanto 2005); wordlists elicited from the villages of Keta, Busiri, 
Nohon, and Taim during the Wildeman River survey (Kriens 2010); along with 
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wordlists from the villages of Boma I, Boma II, and Korome from the Mapi River 
survey (Susanto 2004). 

 

Table 13.  Percentage of Apparent Lexical Similarity of the Awyu Languages Used in 

Assue Subdistrict, Edera Subdistrict, Wildeman River and Mapi River 

  Asue Awyu/Juvo Kecil 

 81   Asue Awyu/Juvo Besar and Kabu 

76 74   Asue Awyu /Keru 

72 73 93   Asue Awyu /Khanami 

54 57 64 66   Asue Awyu/Busiri 

48 49 51 50 62   Central Awyu/Keta 

42 44 49 47 53 73   Central Awyu/Nohon 

44 46 48 46 50 65 82   Central Awyu/Taim 

37 37 38 36 38 41 40 44   North Awyu/Boma I 

34 34 33 33 33 39 35 38 67   North Awyu/Boma II 

20 21 24 24 22 21 20 23 25 24   South Awyu/Korome 

23 24 28 28 28 28 29 30 22 20 42   South Awyu/Homlikia 

21 23 26 27 26 25 25 25 20 19 43 65   South Awyu/Geturki 

26 28 29 30 29 31 32 35 27 24 26 43 47   Edera Awyu/Sahapikia 

23 23 24 24 25 25 27 28 24 24 16 36 34 46   Jair Awyu/Pies 

 
 
On the basis of Table 13, several tentative conclusions can be drawn. 

• There are six Awyu languages represented in the matrix, and among these groups 
there is a chaining effect of varieties one with another: 
1. The Asue Awyu varieties used in Keru, Khanami, Juvo Kecil, Juvo Besar, and 

Kabu villages are clearly one language (apparent lexical similarity between 72–
93% with each other).  These wordlists are almost always below 50% lexical 
similarity with the other wordlists from other wordlists in the matrix, indicating 
that this is a separate Awyu language.  Busiri is likely best grouped with the Asue 
Awyu-speaking villages since it has such high similarity with the varieties used in 
Keru and Khanami (64–66%), even though it has a lower level of similarity with 
Juvo Kecil and Juvo Besar (54–57%).  It is interesting to note that Busiri shows 
quite high similarity with the Central Awyu-speaking village of Keta (62%), 
while only 50–53% similarity with the Central Awyu-speaking villages of Nohon 
and Taim.  So it appears that Busiri is somewhere on the boundary between these 
two languages, yet shows the most overall similarity to the Asue Awyu-speaking 
villages. 

2. The Central Awyu varieties used in Keta, Nohon and Taim are clearly one 
language (apparent lexical similarity between 65–82%).  These wordlists are 
almost always below 50% lexical similarity with the other wordlists that were 
compared (the exception being with Busiri which was mentioned in Table 13), 
indicating that this is clearly a separate Awyu language. 

3. The North Awyu varieties used in Boma I and Boma II villages are likely one 
language (67% apparent lexical similarity).  These villages have a lexical 
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similarity of below 50% with the other varieties compared in the matrix, 
indicating that this is clearly a separate language. 

4. The South Awyu varieties used in Homlikia and Geturki villages are best 
considered one language (65% apparent lexical similarity).  While the level of 
similarity between Karome and these two villages is below 50% (42–43%), it is 
clear that the wordlist from Karome is far more similar to these two wordlists, 
than any other wordlist compared in this matrix.14 As a result Karome will be 
grouped as a South Awyu-speaking village.  The wordlists from Karome, 
Homlikia, and Geturki are always below 50% similarity with the other wordlists 
in the matrix, indicating that this is clearly a separate Awyu language. 

5. The Edera Awyu variety used in Sahapikia is clearly a separate Awyu language 
since the apparent lexical similarity with other villages is below 50%. 

6. The Jair Awyu variety which is used in Pies village is also a separate language 
since it the apparent lexical similarity with other villages is below 50%. 

 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
6.1. LINGUISTIC SITUATION 

 
From the wordlists the survey team infers that all villages surveyed were from two 
languages, the Asue Awyu and Tamagario languages.  The data indicates that there are 
likely two Asue Awyu dialects in the survey area.   

 
6.2. SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION  

 
In general, the vernacular language is used as the vehicle for communication within the 
language group.  The national language is mostly used for interaction with the outside 
world and its institutions: the government and its programs (schools, clinics) and also 
formal aspects of church life. 
 
The Awyu people cannot imagine that their language might disappear.  In general, they 
teach the vernacular language to their children with the intent that it will continue and be 
an integral part of their culture as well as their tribal identity. 
 
The pressure to control the national language as a tool for economic progress is viewed as 
a positive thing by the majority, with only little dissent. 

 
6.3. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

 

There are possibilities for community development especially in the area of health, such 
as clean water and sanitation.  Based on the survey team’s observations, instruction in 
nutrition would also be very useful.  No less important, particularly in this region, is 

                                                           
14 It is interesting to note that a comparison of the village of Karome with Homlikia and Geturki in the Report on the 
Lower Digul Survey (Lebold, to appear) gives significantly higher numbers (57–59%).  It is not clear why the 
numbers were higher in this report, other than that different people were doing the lexical comparison. 
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instruction in the prevention of AIDS/HIV, just as has been done previously in the 
subdistrict capital, Eci. 
 
Other possibilities for programs are in the areas of economics and agriculture.  Programs 
for teaching people to plant crops which can increase their income (such as rubber or 
coffee), such as has been done by the government in past years, would be appropriate to 
be repeated.  If it is possible to cultivate eaglewood, that would be even better.  Currently, 
people search in the jungles for weeks at a time with no guarantee of a return.  This is 
having a disintegrative effect on the society.  Likewise, there needs to be a good system 
for selling the eaglewood (for example, by setting up a cooperative) so that the people are 
not defrauded.   

 
6.4. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

 
It is difficult to determine the needs for language development in every village on the 
basis of this survey alone.  Nevertheless, the Asue Awyu language has a lot of potential 
for language development since it is a rather large group, and the people in these villages 
have a positive attitude toward the vernacular language.  There appears to be potential to 
continue with the language development program that had been running previously.   
 
The Tamagario language is also among groups that have a sizeable population.  The 
people in these villages are very interested in learning their own language.  Following 
future surveys in Nambai and Pantai Kasuari Subdistricts, this language can be 
investigated completely for a language development program, since there are still many 
speakers of the language who live in those subdistricts. 
 

6.5. FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
From the lexical similarity tables, it is clear that the Asue Awyu speech variety is a 
language of its own.  Further survey in the villages that have not yet been visited is 
needed to help give a more complete understanding of the entire Asue Awyu speaking 
area, and to further verify the dialect situation. 
 
The Tamagario speech varieties spoken in Assue Subdistrict have a very high level of 
apparent lexical similarity.  However, on the basis of the survey team’s initial 
investigation, there seems to be a phonetic shift among the speech varieties of these three 
villages.  Further investigation is needed to determine whether this phenomenon occurs 
systematically and consistently so that decisions can be made for an orthography that 
would cover the whole language area, yet would be efficient and simple for the people to 
learn.  Since there are still a number of Tamagario-speaking villages that have not yet 
been visited, further survey is needed in these villages to get a more complete picture of 
the Tamagario language situation. 
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Appendix A 

Village Leader Questionnaire 

 

SIL PAPUA 

Questions for Leader of Village/Ethnic Group/Subdistrict/Regency 

 
**These questions are administered with the highest leader of the area. 

Name of Researcher: ___________________ 
Date: ___________________ 

GENERAL: 

Name:  _______________; Place of birth:  _____________ Mother tongue: ______________ 
Village: ____________________________; Subdistrict: _____________________ 
Regency: ________________________ 
 
DEMOGRAPHICS: 

 
1. What is the total number of people who live in this village?  _________Households:
 _________People 
2. Are there foreigners living in this village?  Y / N;  
 a.  From what country do they originate? 
      1.  ______________________ 3.______________________ 
      2.  ______________________ 4.______________________ 
 b.  Why are they living here? lumber / mining / mission / other:___________ 
3. Are there Indonesians from other ethnic groups who live in this village?  Y / N 
 a.  From what ethnic group?     
     1.  ______________________ 3. ______________________ 
     2. ______________________ 4. ______________________ 
 b.  Why do they live here?  lumber / eaglewood / other: _______________ 
4. Are there members of this ethnic group who have married with other ethnic groups? Y/N 
 With which ethnic group? _____________ / ______________ / _________________ 
 
ECONOMY: 

 

5. What is the main source of livelihood for people in this village?  agriculture / hunting / 
lumber company / gold / eaglewood / other ____________ 
a. When does planting season begin? J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D ________ 
b. When does harvest season begin?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D ________ 

6. Are there residents who work outside the village? Y / N   If there are, what is their job?  
lumber company / fishing / gold mining / other __________ 

7. What kinds of crops are planted here? corn / rice / bananas / other ______________ 
8. Is there enough to eat for the people of this village as a result of the harvest? Y / N   If not 

enough, where does extra food come from? ______________________________ 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA: 

 

9. Is there electricity here?  Y / N ; PLN / diesel generator / hydro generator / solar power 
10. Is there a single side band (SSB) radio here?  Y / N 
11. Where do you go to make telephone calls?  ________________________________ 
12. Where do the people get drinking water?  well / river / pump / rain water 
13.  Are there toilets here (other than the river)  Y / N 
14. Where do you go for market?  ______________________________________ 
15. Where is the closest market?  ___________________________________________ 
16. Where is the biggest market:  ___________________________________________ 
16. Is there public transportation in this area?  ship / boat / airplane / other: ____ 
17. Where is the post office?  _______________; police station?  ____________________ 
18. Is there: 
 a. A primary school Y / N  Where is the closest one?  ________________ 
 b. A middle school Y / N  Where is the closest one?  ________________ 
 c. A high school Y / N  Where is the closest one?  ________________ 
 
RELIGION: 

 

19. Is there a mosque here?    Y / N How many? ____; Where? _____________ 
Is there a church here?    Y / N How many? ____; Where?______________ 
Is there a public meeting hall?  Y / N How many? ____; Where?______________ 
Is there a house for traditional ceremonies?  Y / N   How many? ____; Where? _______ 

 
HEALTH: 

 
20. Is there a community health center?  Y / N   Where is the closest one?_______________ 
21. Is there a doctor / medical worker / midwife that lives here?  Y/ N   
22. Is there a traditional healer or expert in traditional medicine who lives here?  Y / N  

Where?_______________ 
23. Are there many illnesses here?  Y / N 
 What kinds of illnesses?  _________ / ____________ / ______________ / ___________ 
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Appendix B 

School Questionnaire 

 

Questions for the Headmaster / Teacher 

October 2000 
 

** These questions are administered to the highest leader in the school. 

Village: _________________ 
Subdistrict: _________________ 

Regency: _________________ 
Name of Researcher: _________________ 

Date data gathered: _________________ 
GENERAL: 

Schools that exist here: Primary / Middle / Secondary / Theological School / Other: __________ 
Name of interviewee:  _______________________  Place of birth:  ____________________ 
Mother tongue: ________________________ Language used at home: __________________ 
 
GRADES AND STUDENTS 

1. How many grades are at this school?   3 grades / 6 grades 

2. How many students are in each class? 
Primary: Grade 1 ____; Grade 2 ___; Grade 3 ___; Grade 4 ___; Grade 5 ___; Grade 6 ____ 

Middle: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 

Secondary: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 

Other: ____________, ____________, ___________, _____________, 

3. How many students are from this village? 0–10 / 11–20 / 21–30 / 31–40 / 41–50 / 51–60 

4. Are there students from other villages? Y / N  How many? _____; From where? __________ 

5. How many students have graduated from this school and continued schooling? ___________ 

 
LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION 

6. What language is used in class?  Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / Malay / Other _____ 

7. Have you ever spoken the local vernacular in class? Y / N 

8. Have you ever spoken the vernacular outside of class to the students? Y / N 

9. What language is used by the students when they play? Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / 
Malay / Other ______________________, ____________________ 

10. Can the students in grade one already speak Indonesian when they start school? Y / N 

11. Can the students in grade one understand Indonesian when you speak to them? Y / N 

12. How long until they are able to speak Indonesian fluently? ___________ 
 
ENVIRONMENT 

13. What language is used by the residents of this village? Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / 
Malay / Other _______________________________________________________________ 
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14. Do the residents of this village feel proud of their language? Y / N Why? _________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
15. Have you ever heard the people of this village speak another language? Y / N.  What 

language? ____________ / ____________ / _____________ / __________ / ____________ 
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Appendix C 

Group Questionnaire 

 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 

Group Questions 
April, 2001 

Interviewer: _________________________ Recorded by:_________________________ 
Date: _______________ Time: ________ Language Name:_____________________ 
Researchers present: ___________,_________; Officials present: ___________,_____________ 
Total People Present: _____; Adult Men: _____; Adult Women: _____; Youth: ________ 
Village: ____________; River: ____________; Subdistrict: ____________; Regency: 
___________ 
Total Pop.: __ Households (H), __ People (P); Indigenous Pop.: __ H,__ P; Immigrants: _ H, _ P 
Total people who give answers: ________; Total adult men who give answers: _________;  
Total women who give answers: _________; Total young people who give answers: _________ 

 

I. FACTORS THAT INFLUENCES LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
 

 Subdistrict 
Leader 

Mayor School 
Headmaster 

Traditional 
Leader/Chief 

Religious 
Leader 

Leader originates from where      

How old      

1. What is the method for choosing leaders if a change is needed?  
Elected by the people / appointed by the government / generational / other method _______ 

2. Where do you go when:  severe wound ______________; have malaria _________________ 
give birth _____________________; possessed by evil spirit ________________________ 

3. Is there a special community development committee? Y / N 
4. What projects have they recently done? _____________________, ____________________ 
5. Is this village cut off from connection with the outside if there is a flood, dry season, 

landslide, etc? Y/N 
6. Which villages?_____________________________________________________________ 
 
II. LANGUAGE USE 
What language is used when: 

Domain Vernacular Indonesian Other Languages 

Private      

1.  At home      

2.  With friends      

3.  In garden/sago plantation      

4.  In the village market      

5.  In the city market      

6.  At the clinic      

SCHOOL      

7.  At break time      

8.  For instruction      

9.  Explanation (homework, etc.)      
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GENERAL      

10.  Traditional ceremony      

11.  Announcements      

12.  Village council meetings      

CHURCH      

13.  Prayer      

14.  Liturgy/Mass      

15.  Singing      

16.  Sermon      

 
17. How many Christians live here? Protestant: ____ Households, ____People;  

Catholic: ____ Households, ____ People 
18. Approximately, how many Muslims live here? _____ Households; _____ People 
19. How many people follow traditional religion? ____ Households, ____ People 
 
III. LANGUAGE CHANGE 
1. Do the young people here more frequently use a language other than the vernacular? Y / N  

Language:________ 
2. Do the young people mix the vernacular with Indonesian?  Y / N:______________ 
3. Is this a good thing Y / N;  Why: _______________________________________________ 
 
IV. LANGUAGE VITALITY 

1. With which ethnic group do people usually marry? ________________, ________________ 
2. Are there any restrictions? Y / N; Why? Religion / Tradition / Ethnic group / language / 

Other: _______ 
3. Do the young people prefer to stay living in the city after they finish higher education? Y / N 
4. Why? ____________________________________________________________________ 
5. Are there any immigrants who live here? Y / N;  How many people?_____ Households, 

_____ People 
6. For what? (work, marriage, etc..) ____________,_______________,__________________ 
7. They are from what ethnic group? ___________,____________,____________,__________ 
8. What language is used to speak with them? __________________, _________________ 
9. Do they learn to speak the local language? Y / N 
10. Is that a good thing? Y / N  Why?______________________________________________ 
 
V. DIALECTOLOGY 

1.  Where is the language the same as the vernacular here? 

Village name Language Name 

  

  

  

2.  Where is the language a little different but you still can understand it easily? 

Village name Language Name 
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3.  Where is the language very different—so different that you cannot understand it? 

Village name Language Name 

  

  

  

4.  Other than here, in which village do the people speak your language the best?____________ 
5.  What language do you use, when you meet with people who don’t speak the same as you? 

When you meet 
someone from the 
village/language 

of ... 

What 
language 
do you 
use? 

What 
language 
does s/he 

use? 

Do you speak slowly 
or normally? 

Y = you, S = S/he 

If there is a child 
that has never heard 
this language, will 

this child understand 
what s/he says? 

Does this 
person come 

from the 
same ethnic 

group? 

   Slowly Normally   

   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

6.  Do you use Indonesian every day in this village?  Y / N 
7.  Do you use another language in this village?  Y / N;  Language ____________, ___________ 
8.  What group of people speaks Indonesian the best?  Young people / Adult men / Adult women 
 
VI. LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 
1. In this village, is there a literacy program in the vernacular?  Y / N 
2. Has there ever been someone who has written using the vernacular? Y / N.  Who? ________ 
3. What books have been written in the language of this village? songs, prayers, the Bible, other 

religious books, parts of the Bible, other books ____________; Where are these books? 
________ 

4. Are you interested in reading and writing the vernacular? Y / N  Why?_________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What do you want to have written in the vernacular?  songs, prayers, the Bible, other 
religious books, parts of the Bible, other books 

6. What contribution can you give for the making of such books? ___local produce; 
_____labor; ____donations         Specifically, who is interested in providing labor?  

7. Are you ready to participate in a literacy program in the vernacular? Y /N 
8. Approximately how many people want to participate? ______ Households, ________People 
 
 Vernacular Indonesian Other 

9. What language do you want to use for learning to read and 
write? 

   

10. What language do you want to be used by the children for 
learning to read and write?  

   

 
VII. LANGUAGE EXTINCTION 

1. Do you teach the children to speak the vernacular? Y / N   Why? _____________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Do the children use the vernacular when they play together? Y / N 
3. Will the people here speak the same vernacular twenty years into the future? Y / N 
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Appendix D: 

Rules for Lexical Similarity Decisions Based on Surface Phonetic Similarity 

 

Word Length Category I (A) Category II (B) Category III (C) 

Number of phonetic segments 
in the longer of the two words 
being considered: 

Exact C or  
Similar V 

Similar C or  
Other V pairs 

Dissimilar C, or 
C or V with no pair 

Two 2 0 0 

Three 2 1 0 

Four 2 1 1 

Five 3 1 1 

Six 3 2 1 

Seven 4 2 1 

Eight 4 2 2 

Nine 5 2 2 

Ten 5 3 2 

Eleven 6 3 2 

Twelve 6 3 3 
 

If a given word pair is at least as similar as the numbers in the chart above, it is considered 
cognate.  If it is not, (for example, if a four-segment word pair has only one Category I match) 
the words are not considered cognate. 
 

Phonetically Similar Consonants (Cat. II) Phonetically Similar Vowels (Cat. I) 

p - b - m i - y - ɪ - ʏ - e - ø - ɛ 

p - b - ɓ - pʰ - pʷ- pʲ -ᵐp - ᵐb - bʲ - ᵐbʲ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɵ - ᴈ 

v – f - ɸ - ɸˁ - β, β - b - m, p - ɸ - ɸˁ e - ø - ɛ - œ - æ 

t - d - n - d̪ - t ̪- n̪ - ʈ - ɗ - tʷ - dʲ - dʷ - c - ɟ i - y - ɪ - ʏ - ɨ - ʉ - ǝ 

t - s, d - z, d - ɾ, s - ɕ, z - ɹ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɯ - u - ʊ 

s ̪- s - sʲ - sˁ - ʃ - z - zˁ - ʒ -  - ʝ - ç - ᶂ - ɕ ɯ - u - ʊ - ɤ - o - ɔ 

t - t͡ʃ, d - d͡ʒ, tʃ͡ - d͡ʒ, z - d͡z ɤ - o - ɔ - ʌ 

c - ɟ - k - ɡ - ᵑk - ɡ - kʰ - kʷ - ɡʷ - q - qʷ - Ɂ - ᵑɡ - 

ɢ - ɢʷ - ɠ, ɡ͡b - ɡ͡bʷ - ɡ - b 

æ - œ - a - ᴈ - ɐ - ʌ - ɑ - ɒ 

ç - ʝ - x - ɣ - χ - ʁ - ħ - ʕ - ɦ - hʲ  

c - ç, ɟ - ʝ, k - x, g - ɣ, q - χ, ɢ - ʁ  

m - n - n̪ - ɳ - ɲ - ŋ - mʲ - mʷ - nˁ - nʷ - ɴ  

ɾ - r - l - ɭ - ɽ - ɹ - ɽ - ʎ - l ̪- ɾ ̪  

Ɂ - h - Ø  

w - ɥ - j, ʝ - j  
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Appendix E: 

Rules for Lexical Similarity Decisions of Papuan Wordlists 

 
Wordlists the survey teams have elicited in the south coast area indicate that Papuan languages in 
this area are different from Austronesian languages.  So far, they have discovered some features 
of Papuan languages through eliciting sentences informally.  What they have found is that the 
Papuan languages on the south coast have more complicated affixes on verbs and nouns than 
Austronesian languages.  Therefore, the survey team decided to modify the criteria from the ones 
given by Blaire (1990).  However, they tried to follow his principles as well. 
 
Here are the modified rules: 
1. Initial, medial and final glottal stops are sometimes considered as C and sometimes as null.  

Lengthened vowels are sometimes considered as VV, but sometimes as V.  Since it is not 
known if the glottal stop will be interpreted as C and lengthened vowel as VV before work is 
done on the interpretation of syllables in each language, the survey team decided to interpret 
glottal stop as C or null and lengthened vowels as V or VV. 

 
2. Phonetically similar segments, which occur consistently in the same position in several word 

pairs, are grouped together.  For example, in CVC and CV syllables of some languages 
below, if the initial CV is the same, the survey team ignored the final C and grouped them 
together, as in: 

No.   44. ‘he’ [jʊ]  and [juːβ] 
No. 108. ‘wind’ [ɸː]   and   [ɸːβ] 
No.   23. ‘flesh’ [nɔ]   and   [nɔːp] 
No.   26. ‘person’ [jæˈnɔʔ]  and  [jænɔːp] 
No. 158. ‘five’ [wæˈjænɔʔ]  and  [wæjæˈnɔːp] 

(from Tsaukambo and Korowai) 
 

Awyu and Yaqay have the same features in the nasalized and non-nasalized vowels.  Thus [õ] 
and [ɑ̃] are considered the same as nasalized vowels and velar nasals like [õŋ], [ãŋ]. 

No.   21. ‘blood’ [gõ]  and [gõŋ] 
No. 189. ‘know’ [nɐˈɸɐ]̃  and [nɑˈɸɑŋ]     (from Awyu) 
 

3. Affixes are ignored.  However, affixes (prefixes, infixes, or suffixes) in Papuan languages are 
difficult to identify, especially in verbs, as Papuan languages sometimes have the subject, 
object, tense, or aspect embedded in the verb.  For example, when the words below are 
grouped together, they begin to see what may be interpreted as roots as follows: 

No.196 ‘awaken’ [nɑɣɑˈfi nu] 
 [nɑ    niˈnũ] 
 [ne     fi nu] 
 [ˈnɐɣɐˈɸinɐ] 
 [dɪ      ɸinu]  (from Awyu) 
4. Affricates [t͡s, dʒ͡, d͡z] and modifications [ᵐb, dʲ] can be considered as one segment. 
 
5. Diphthongs can be considered two segments or one segment, depending on the comparison 

being made. 
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6. In phrases, the most similar words are compared.  This generally occurs with numbers, 

prepositional adverbs, adjectives and interrogative pronouns, as follows: 
No.174. ‘bad’ [jɐmɐ] 
   [jɑmɑh] 
   [jɑˈmɑ nepʰ] 
   [jɑmam bɛk]  (from Yaqay) 
 

In addition, words that look like compounds, especially nouns and pronouns, are grouped 
together, even if lexically they do not match exactly. 

No.  2. ‘hair’ [xɑbɑjoŋ] 
   [hɐbɐjõ] 
   [xɐbɐjoŋ] 
   [jõŋ]   (from Awyu ) 

7. The following segments are considered exact matches; [u] = [w] and [i] = [j]: 
 
8. Consistent sound change or sound shift, which occurs in some languages, are considered 

exact matches as follows: 
In the Awyu language, [f] and [ɸ], [j] and [dʒ͡] are the same. 

No. 233. ‘name’ [fi]  and   [ɸi] 
 

In Yaqay, [kʰ] and [x] are the same. 
No. 172. ‘cold’ [kox]  and   [kokʰ] 
 

In Kombai language, sounds [r] and [s] are exactly the same. 
No.   24. ‘urine’ [iri]  and   [isi] 
No.   95. ‘rattan’ [ri]  and   [si] 
 

9. Unreleased consonants, accents and nasalization on vowels are ignored. 
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Appendix F: 

Full Wordlists Gathered During this Survey 

 

 
Asue Awyu/ 

Juvo Besar & Kabu 
Asue Awyu/ 
Juvo Kecil 

Asue Awyu/ 
Keru 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khanami 

Tamagario/ 
Kaitok 

Tamagario/ 
Sigare 

Tamagario/ 
Yame 

001 head/kepala ʔa'baŋ habaŋ hi'baŋ he'baŋ toɣɔm toɣɔm tokɔm 

002 hair/rambut ʔa'buɾɔŋ habaɾɔŋ he'bɔɾɔŋ he'bɔɾɔŋ toɣɔm upm̩ toɣɔm upm̩ toɣɔm upm̩ 

003 eye/mata 'kiɾo 'kiɾo 'kiɾo 'kiɾo sakam t͡ʃakam t͡ʃakam 

004 ear/telinga t͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ su'ɾuŋ su'ɾuŋ ɛix̯ipm̩ ɛip̯m̩ ɛip̯m̩ 

005 nose/hidung 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ jup jup/d͡ʒup jup/d͡ʒup 

006 mouth/mulut 'hat�a 'hat�a 'hata 'hata bou̯p bou̯p bou̯p 

007 lip/bibir bɛmga bɛmɛga 'banaɣa 'bamaga d͡ʒopɔm jupum jupum 

008 tooth/gigi ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga ɔxɔm ɔχɔm ɔxɔm 

009 tongue/lidah hage 'ɸagɛ 'ɸage 'ɸagɛ baɾap baɾap baɾəp 

010 upper arm/tangan bi'da bi'da bi'da bi'da d͡ʒɛp d͡ʒɛp jɛp 

011 elbow/siku bidabuŋ bi'da ma'ɾu bi'da ma'ɾuŋ bi'da ma'ɾu kup't͡ʃaɣam kup't͡ʃaɣam kup't͡ʃaɣam 

012 finger/jari 'bida to'ɾɔŋ 'bida to'ɾɔŋ 'bida to'ɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ d͡ʒɛpɲenɛp d͡ʒɛpɲenɛp d͡ʒɛpɲenɛp 

013 fingernail/kuku bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja wɔp d͡ʒɛp wɔp d͡ʒɛpwɔp 

014 breast/susu õŋ õŋ õŋ õŋ jotɔm d͡ʒuɾum jotɔm 

015 stomach/perut ka'ku ka'ku 'kaku ka'ku kap kap kap 

016 liver/hati wõŋ wõŋ wõŋ wõŋ jɛpa'xam jɛpa'xam jɛpa'xam 

017 leg/kaki pi'si pi'si 'kito/pi'si pi'si apis apis apis 

018 knee/lutut ma'ɾu ma'ɾu ma'ɾuŋ ma'ɾu 
apis jop/ apis 

kup't͡ʃaɣam 
apis kup't͡ʃaɣam 

apis jop/ apis 

kup't͡ʃaɣam 

019 body hair/bulu aɾɔŋ haɾɔŋ ha'ɣaɾõŋ haɣa'ɾɔŋ upm̩ upm̩ upm̩ 

020 skin/kulit ʔa� ha ha/xa ha pip pip pip 

021 blood/darah gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ d͡ʒɛs d͡ʒɛs d͡ʒɛs 

022 bone/tulang ba'gi ba'gi 'bagi ba'gi nomɔp nomɔp nomɔp 

023 flesh/daging ka'du kad͡ʒu 'kad͡zu ka'du d͡ʒɔko'ɣom d͡ʒakoɣom d͡ʒakoɣom 
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Asue Awyu/ 

Juvo Besar & Kabu 
Asue Awyu/ 
Juvo Kecil 

Asue Awyu/ 
Keru 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khanami 

Tamagario/ 
Kaitok 

Tamagario/ 
Sigare 

Tamagario/ 
Yame 

024 urine/air kencing jit͡ʃi ji 'jɛsi 'jɛsi on�u an�u an�u 

025 faeces/tahi ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ an�ɛ an�ɛ an�ɛ 

026 person/orang ɾɔu ɾɔu 'ju'ɣu ju'ɣu joɣɔ'nop joɣɔ'nop joɣɔ'nop 

027 man/laki-laki ɔu̯ ɔu̯ ɸu ɸu� 
joʔ/nɪm/ 
bapʔumɛm 

joʔ joʔ/ bapʔunɛm 

028 woman/perempuan ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ 
ɲonɔp/doʔ/ 
wait̯aɾap 

ɲonɔp ɲonɔp/'waitaɾɛp 

029 husband/suami nanuʔũ nanou̯ŋ ɛnu'ɣu ɛnu'ɣu nim nim nim 

030 wife/isteri naɾa'd͡ʒu naɾad͡ʒuŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ doʔ doʔ doʔ 

031 mother/ibu 'wani 'wani 'wani 'wani doxʔ doxʔ doxʔ/aɛ 

032 father/ayah 'nabo 'nabo 'nabo 'nabo d͡ʒiɾ d͡ʒiɾ d͡ʒiɾ/ain̯im 

033 child/anak 'oɸo nat͡ʃɛɾebaŋ/''oɸo oɸo/nasiɾijo 'oɸo 'bopu/ap 'bopu 'bopu/ap 

034 elder sister/kakak 
perempuan 

na'dɛ na'dɛ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ wat͡ʃi/nan ⁿda'kax wat͡ʃi/nan 

035 elder brother/kakak laki-
laki 

a'kabu 'kapu 'ɸu� 'kapu 'ɸu� 'kapu 'ɸu� nan ⁿda'kax nan 

036 younger sister/adik 
perempuan 

'kuda 'ɾaŋ akuda/'kuda 'ɾaŋ 'kuda 'ɾaŋ 'kuda 'ɾaŋ ɲapm̩tanaɣ ɲapm̩ ɲapm̩tanaɣ 

037 younger brother/adik 
laki-laki 

akudaʔɔu 'kuda 'ɸu� 'kuda 'ɸu 'kuda 'ɸu� ɲaptanaɣ ɲaptanaɣ ɲaptanaɣ 

038 grandmother/nenek 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi japm̩tap 'japna�p 'japm̯tap 

039 grandfather/tete nat͡ʃi nat͡ʃi 'nasi 'nasi japm̩tap 'japna�p 'japm̯tap 

040 grandchild/cucu 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ nasiɾiɔhaɸiŋ 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ 
'kaɾaɣambapu/ 

'kaɾaɣap 
'kaɾaɣabopu 'kaɾaɣambapu 

041 friend/teman na'ɾɔu na'ɾɔu 'homu 'homu 
dot͡ʃi/ 

kaɘp̯ɛm 
dɛt͡ʃu dɛt͡ʃu 

042 I/saya nũ nũ nũ nũ da�q da�q da�q 

043 you/kamu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu axan a�q axan 

044 he/she/dia 'ɛki 'ɛki 'ɛki 'ɛki om om om 

045 we(excl.)/kami 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu dɛ�p dɛ�p dɛ�p 
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Asue Awyu/ 

Juvo Besar & Kabu 
Asue Awyu/ 
Juvo Kecil 

Asue Awyu/ 
Keru 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khanami 

Tamagario/ 
Kaitok 

Tamagario/ 
Sigare 

Tamagario/ 
Yame 

046 we(incl.)/kita 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu dɛ�p dɛ�p dɛ�p 

047 you(pl)/kamu orang gugu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu axan piɾxi axan axan piɾxi 

048 they/dorang ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo wɛp wɛp wɛp 

049 bird/burung ʝi ʝi ʝi ʝi sɔ'pom t͡ʃɔ'pom t͡ʃɔ'pom 

050 wing/sayap baɾɔbagi baɾɔbagi 'jagijɔ/'bɔmɛ 'bɔmɛ mɔ'mɔ mɔ'mɔ mɔ'mɔ 

051 egg/telur mu'go mu'go mu'go mu'go bapia'ɣam bapia'ɣam bapia'ɣam 

052 rat/tikus rumah kɛ't͡ʃiɾo kɛt͡ʃiɾo 'kiso 'kiso tus tus tut͡ʃ 

053 bandicoot/tikus tanah jemiʔ/haijoʔ jamiʔ/ haijo ja'mi/ hɛijo ja'mi/hɛijo kaij̯ɔg kaij̯ɔg kaij̯ɔg 

054 dog/anjing 'aŋgi aŋgi 'aŋgi 'aŋgi 'jɛpə 'jɛpə 'jɛpe 

055 tail/ekor 'wob� 'wob� 'wob� 'wob� pa't͡ʃim pa't͡ʃim pa't͡ʃim 

056 pig/babi wei wei wei wei 'wɔkum 'wɔkum wa'kum 

057 fish/ikan ʔaj ʔaj ʔa'ɣe ʔa'ɣe ij̯axam ij̯axam ja'kam 

058 snake/ular wat͡ʃi wat͡ʃi/wa'si wa'si wa'si d͡ʒokɔɾ d͡ʒokɔɾ ja'kɔɾ 

059 goanna/soasoa ɛbi/'teija ɛbi 'teija/aɲɯ 'teija wipɔm wipɔm/t͡ʃɛi wi'pum 

060 worm/cacing 'weɾ� 'weɾ� 'weɾ� 'weɾ� kɔ't͡ʃip/taɾəp kɔ't͡ʃip ta'ɾəp 

061 mosquito/nyamuk i'sa i'sa/isɛ i'sa i'sa di di di 

062 louse/kutu aŋ'gu meɾu aŋ'gu/'mɛɾu aŋ'gu nũm nũm nũm 

063 crocodile/buaya naga'ɾuʔ naga'ɾuʔ naga'ɾuʔ naga'ɾuʔ khau/kha khau khau 

064 leech/lintah t͡ʃiɾiŋ  t͡ʃiɾiŋ 'kaɾijaŋ kaɾi'jaŋ it͡ʃis it͡ʃis it͡ʃis 

065 cassowary/kasuari kaɾ�'we kaɾ�'we kaɾ�'wɛ kaɾ�'we kɔi khɔi khɔe 

066 ant/semut t͡ʃithaʔa t͡ʃithaʔa sita'ɣa sita'ɣa 'd͡ʒutum 'd͡ʒuɾum jutum 

067 cuscus/kuskus pohon t͡ʃeno t͡ʃeno 'seno 'seno 'kɔbuɾ/naku 'kɔbuɾ kɔpuɾ 

068 tree kangaroo/laolao ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ bupɛ bupɛ bupi 

069 kangaroo/kanguru subai ̯ subai/̯sɔoŋ sobo'ɣ� sobo'ɣ� t͡ʃɛpaɣai/nai t͡ʃɛpaɣai t͡ʃɛpaɣai 

070 tree/pohon jaɣi'baŋ/kasiɾo jimbagi 
jimbagi/jaɣi-

'baŋ/kasiɾo 
jaɣi'baŋ/kasiɾo ŋuɔm ŋuɔm ŋɔm 

071 bark/kulit kayu ja�ŋ 'jaɣaŋ/kasoɾoxa 'jaɣaŋ/kasoɾoxa 'jaɣaŋ/kasoɾoxa ŋɔm pip ŋɔm pip ŋɔm pip 
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Asue Awyu/ 

Juvo Besar & Kabu 
Asue Awyu/ 
Juvo Kecil 

Asue Awyu/ 
Keru 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khanami 

Tamagario/ 
Kaitok 

Tamagario/ 
Sigare 

Tamagario/ 
Yame 

072 leaf/daun toɾɔ toɾɔ ɾɔŋ ɾɔŋ ŋɔm xap ŋɔm xap ŋɔm khap 

073 root/akar aɛ aɛ ta'tɛ ta'tɛ gutup ŋɔm wuɾup ŋɔm ɾuɾum 

074 thorn/duri jimɔ�̃ jɛmɔʔɔ jamɔ'kɔŋ jamɔ'kɔŋ ɛt͡ʃɛɾ ot͡ʃɔɾ u't͡ʃuɾ 

075 seed/biji jind͡ʒəɾo jind͡ʒə'ɾo jindɔ'ɾo ɾɔŋ ot͡ʃim at͡ʃum a't͡ʃim 

076 betel nut/pinang jawɛ/siku/t͡ʃuku ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ 'siku 'siku d͡ʒaɣaem̯/namu d͡ʒaɣaem̯ ja'ɣaim̯ 

077 chewing betel/sirih iɾɔŋ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ safuɾoŋ doima'n�gɔ d͡ʒɛnat͡ʃap d͡ʒat͡ʃam d͡ʒɛnat͡ʃap d͡ʒat͡ʃam ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

078 lime/kapur ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ gi'si kɔ kɔ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

079 coconut/kelapa (tua)  'pajo 'tawɛ 'pajo 'tawɛ pa'jo 'pajo 'tawɛ d͡ʒap bɛɾəm d͡ʒap bɛɾəm jap bɛɾɛm 

080 green coconut/kelapa 
muda 

'pajo 'kaɾ� 'pajo 'kaɾ� 'pajo 'kaɾ� 'pajo 'kaɾ� d͡ʒap ku�p̚ d͡ʒap ku�p jap oxom 

081 banana/pisang t͡ʃɯ t͡ʃɯ s� s� aɣam aɣam ak'am 

082 salt/garam ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ di'se di'se di'se ka'təm ka'dəm katəm 

083 cassava/kasbi ɔbi ɔbi ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ up'kaj/dɛkɔ up'kaj up'kaj 

084 breadfruit/sukun ɾawo ɾawo 'ɾawo 'rawo d͡ʒɔɾ/manux d͡ʒɔɾ d͡ʒɔt 

085 taro/keladi �i �i �i �i 't͡ʃoɣo̯mox 't͡ʃoɣo̯mox 't͡ʃoɣo̯mox 

086 sweet potato/betatas ed͡ʒiŋ ed͡ʒiŋ 'ɛdiŋ 'ɛdiŋ 'au̯t͡ʃip bo�ɾ bo�ɾ 

087 sago tree/pohon sagu du du/du 'bagi 'du 'bagi du 'bagi 'oɣɔtɔm/kaip̯m̩ 'oɣɔɾɔm 'oɣɔɾɔm 

088 sago flour/isi sagu 'du ka'du 'du ka'du 'du 'kada 'du ka'du ba'ɣam wo'ɣɔm ba'ɣam wo'ɣɔm ba'ɣam wo'ɣom 

089 sago porridge/papeda ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ di'gejɔ/di'gajo di'gejɔ ba'ɣam ta�p ba'ɣam ta�p ba'ɣam ta�p 

090 sago pancake/sinole ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ dugagaŋ 'dopu do'pu ba'ɣam kɔxumtiti koɣɔɾu'jup baɣam ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

091 rice/beras ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ɸɔɣɔid̯u 'hoɣu 'du 'hoɣo 'du sɔɾɪp d͡ʒaxam to�n baɣam to�n baɣam 

092 rice/nasi ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ɸɔɣɔid̯u 'hoɣu 'du ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ pɔkɔm d͡ʒaxam to�n baɣam to�n baɣam 

093 bamboo/bambu ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɸijo 'ɸijo 'ɸijo bɔtɛ bɔɾɛ bɔtɛ 

094 kunai/alang-alang ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ 'siso 'siso 'siso pis pis pitip 

095 rattan/rotan jɔɣu jɔɣu joɣo'majɔ 'juɣumo wɔ'ɾɔpm̩ wɔ'ɾɔpm̩ wɔ'tɔpm̩ 

096 soil/tanah 'soɣo 'soɣo 'soxo buta'ɣa 'soɣo bɛp̚ bɛp̚ bɛp 

097 stone/batu 'eiɾo 'eiɾo 'iɾɔ 'eiɾo mbɛid̯n̩ mbɛid̯n̩ mbɛid̯n̩ 
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Asue Awyu/ 

Juvo Besar & Kabu 
Asue Awyu/ 
Juvo Kecil 

Asue Awyu/ 
Keru 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khanami 

Tamagario/ 
Kaitok 

Tamagario/ 
Sigare 

Tamagario/ 
Yame 

098 sand/pasir gi'ɾiŋ gi'ɾiŋ gi'ɾiŋ gi'ɾiŋ tɛnəp/bɔɾpɔ 'tɛnəp 'tɛnəp 

099 beach/pantai ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ wadibijo wadia'fi wa'dabijo kɔɣɔu̯m kɔɣɔu̯m butu akupm̩ 

100 mud/lumpur 'aŋginɛ tawɛ 'tawe 'aŋgine pɛiph pɛiph pɛp 

101 water/air 'aja 'aja 'aja 'aja ɔɣɔm ɔɣɔm ɔɣɔm 

102 sea/laut 'kɛɣujaɣa wadiani 'aja 'jaŋgoɾɔ 'kɛɣujaɣa ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

103 river/sungai 'wadi 'wadi/wɛtuaŋ 'wadi 'wadi butu buɾu butu 

104 lake/danau wadiso-ɣutɔ gaʔabaŋ 'poɣuwɔ po'ɣuwo kɔɣɔu̯m kɔɣɔu̯m kɔɣɔu̯m 

105 cloud/awan ʔaja/ho� ouʔ ho� ho� aɾio̯ kɔmɔp aɾio̯ kɔmɔp at͡ʃɔkɔm 

106 rain/hujan ʔa�/ʔa ʔa ʔa ʔa mɔnɛ mɔnɛ mɔnɛ 

107 sky/langit(biru) ʔou̯siɾi/'husiɾi ʔou̯siɾi 'husiɾi 'husiɾi 'wuɾiɾip aɾi aɾikunɔm 

108 wind/angin 'kɛɸi/ 'kɛɸi 'kɛɸi 'keɸi kaphɔɣup kaphɔɣup kapoɣɔp 

109 sun/matahari sawaʔ/'sawa 'sawa 'sawa 'sawa tam tam tam 

110 moon/bulan bijiŋ/'bid͡ʒiŋ 'bid͡ʒiŋ 'bid͡ʒiŋ 'bid͡ʒiŋ kaxaɾam kaxaɾam kaɣaɾam 

111 night/malam 'as� 'as� 'as� 'as� ɪt͡ʃmop ɪt͡ʃmop ɪt͡ʃmop 

112 star/bintang mi mi mi mi t͡ʃupup t͡ʃupuph t͡ʃupuph 

113 fire/api ʝi ʝi ʝi ʝi ɔtu aɾu atu 

114 smoke/asap 'ʝinaku 'ʝinaku 'ʝinaku 'ʝinaku ɛit̯͡ʃip at͡ʃip at͡ʃip 

115 ashes/abu 'taki 'taki 'taki 'taki d͡ʒɛtɛɾɛb d͡ʒɛɾɛɾɛb d͡ʒɛtɛɾɛb 

116 forest/hutan bisi 'waɾijo 'waɾijo 'waɾijɔ kɔpit͡s kɔbit͡s kɔpit͡s 

117 mountain/gunung soxosi'ɾi soxosi'ɾi soxɔsi'ɾi sɔxɔsi'ɾi bɛpwa'paɾəm̯aɣam bɛpwa'paɾəm̯aɣam bɛpwa- 'paɾəm̯aɣam 

118 garden/kebun ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠
ŋu̯ɔmd͡ʒad͡ʒi/ 

ŋu̯ɔmjajɔ 
ŋu̯ɔmjajɔ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

119 house/rumah ʔaĩ� ʔaĩ� 'aβaɣiŋ 'aβaɣiŋ wu/gũ wu wu 

120 roof/atap we'niko we'niko 'd͡ʒugi/we'niko we'niko apo apo kapa'ɣap 

121 village/kampung but͡ʃɯ but͡ʃɯ bu's� b�'s� jopu jopu japu 

122 fence/pagar ʔa�ɾi ʔa�ɾi 'haɾi 'haɾi kipxup aɾpi t͡ʃɛt͡ʃim 
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123 rope/tali joɣu/pijaɾo joɣu/piɾo joɣo'majo ta'biɾi/pirijo 
wɔɾɔɾɔ'ɣom/ 

'wɔɾtɔxɔm 
wɔɾɔɾɔ'ɣom wɔɾɔɾɔ'ɣom 

124 canoe/perahu ja'v�ŋ ja'v�ŋ ja'v�ŋ ja'v�ŋ amu amu amu 

125 paddle/dayung 'kawi 'kawi 'kawi 'kawi 'watu wodu 'watu 

126 path(road)/jalanan jɛd͡ʒi jɛd͡ʒi jɛ'di jɛ'di khami khami khami 

127 machete/parang kaɾiŋ kaɾiŋ wa'ki wa'ki bhakip bhagip bhakip 

128 axe/kapak ʔabu ʔabu 'habu 'habu basɛm bat͡ʃɛm bat͡ʃim 

129 bow/busur d͡ʒũŋ d͡ʒũŋ ndu ndu pɛ�/bi� pɛ� pɛ� 

130 arrow/anak panah debit͡ʃi debit͡ʃi dɛ'bɛsi dɛ'bɛsi pɔs pɔt͡s pɔt͡s 

131 knife/pisau wa'kid͡ʒuŋ waki wa'kid͡ʒuŋ wa'kid͡ʒuŋ t͡ʃoks t͡ʃoks t͡ʃoks 

132 net bag/noken jɛt͡ʃino jɛt͡ʃino 'jogoɾo jɛgɔ'ɾo 'kapjɛpi/jɛpi jɛpi jɛpi 

133 this/ini nuɣo 'tanigɔŋ 'tanigɔŋ 'tanigɔŋ amat am am 

134 that/itu taɾu 'tugɔŋ/tatɔ 'tugɔŋ 'tugɔŋ ɔmɔɾ ɔm ɔm 

135 here/di sini taŋgo taŋgo tani'ɣoɾigi 'tanigɔŋ amtɛ amdɛ amtɛ 

136 there/di situ taŋgoɾigi tatɔ to'goɾɛgɛ 'tugɔŋ ɔmɔɾ ɔmdɛ ɔmtɛ 

137 over there/di sana togoŋ tatɔ 'tatogoŋ 'toɣɔŋ wɔi wɔi wɔi 

138 above/di atas 'siɾi 'siɾi 'siɾi 'siɾi wapi wapi wapɛ 

139 below/di bawah soɣo soɣo 'sogo buta'ɣa buta'ɣa ɲɛi ɲɛi ɲɛnmuk 

140 in front/di depan migitɔ migi 'migi to'kɔɾiɣi mi'gi wɔij̯ubtɛ wɔjubɾɛ wɔij̯ubtɛ 

141 behind/di belakang mo mo mo mo dɛiwanaɣi dɛiwanaɣi dɛiwanaɣi 

142 inside/di dalam womu womu 'womu 'womu ŋũaikaprɛ ŋũaikapɾɛ ŋũaikaptɛ 

143 outside/di luar jɛɾoɣo jɛɾoɣo 'budɛ 'bɔdɛ wɔwaɣat͡ʃɛ wɔwaɣat͡ʃɛ wɔwaɣat͡ʃe 

144 left/kiri ɾofɛnu wɛma wa wa piɣi piɣi piɣi 

145 right/kanan nananu uma ou ou jaɣɾam jaɣɾam joɣum 

146 black/hitam si'ɾi si'ɾi si'ɾi si'ɾi t͡ʃokum t͡ʃokum t͡ʃokum 

147 white/putih taja ha'ja ha'ja ha'ja kɔ'p�ɾɔp 'kɔɣbɛɾɛm pe't͡ʃap 

148 red/merah kaŋgoŋ kaŋgoŋ 'kaŋgɔ 'kaŋgo 'ɲimi 'ɲimi 'ɲimi 
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149 green/hijau wɔu̯ 'wuɣu 'wuɣu 'wuɣu wuɾiɾip 'ɔgupbɛɾɛm t͡ʃaxawɛt 

150 blue/biru ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wuɣu 'wuɣu 'wuɣu axupbɛɾɛm 'ɔgupbɛɾɛm ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

151 yellow/kuning tija wama wa'ɣama wa'ɣama 'sɔptɛtip pad͡ʒap ombɾom 

152 all/semua te'siama tesimaʔ te'siama te'siama jɔki 'piɾkhi 'piɾkhi 

153 many/banyak wokuma wokuma abu'sɔɣɔ abu'sɔɣɔ bɔxup bɛɾapi bɛɾapi 

154 one/satu tɛsia tɛsia te'sia te'sia pɔɣɔmɔx pɔɣɔmɔx pɔgɔmɔx 

155 two/dua ku'ɾuma kuɾumaʔ ku'ɾuma ku'ɾuma tot͡ʃi tot͡ʃi tait̯͡ʃu 

156 three/tiga 
and͡ʒuma/koɾo 

mand͡ʒuma 
and͡ʒumaʔ 'and͡ʒuma 'and͡ʒuma watnɔt͡ʃi watnat͡ʃu watnat͡ʃu 

157 four/empat 'sendema sendemaʔ sendema 'sɛndema baptapmam bapbɾapmam baptapmam 

158 five/lima bidaɣama bidaɣamaʔ bida'ɣama bida'ɣama 
d͡ʒɛp ɔɣɔmɔp 

kɔpmu 

d͡ʒɛb pɔɣɔmop 

kɔpis 
d͡ʒɛb pɔɣɔmop kɔpis 

159 six/enam bidaɣaɸi tɛsia bidaɣaɸi tɛsia bidaɣa'βi tɛ'sia bidaɣa'βi tɛ'sia 
d͡ʒɛp ɛɾkɛp 

ɔkɔpmɔp 

d͡ʒɛb daɾ'xɛp 

pɔɣɔmɔp 

d͡ʒɛb daɾ'xɛp 

pɔɣɔmɔp 

160 seven/tujuh bidaɣaɸi kuɾuma bidaɣaɸi kuɾuma bidaɣa'ɸi ku'ɾuma bidaɣa'ɸi ku'ɾuma d͡ʒɛp ɛɾkɛp tod͡zi d͡ʒɛb daɾxɛp tot͡ʃi d͡ʒɛb daɾxɛp tait̯͡ʃu 

161 eight/delapan bidaɣaɸi and͡ʒuma bidaɣaɸi and͡ʒuma 
bidaɣa'βi 

'and͡ʒuma 

bidaɣa'βi 

'and͡ʒuma 

d͡ʒɛp ɛɾkɛp 

wadnud͡ʒi 

d͡ʒɛp daɾxɛp 

watnɛt͡ʃu 
d͡ʒɛb daɾxɛp watnɛt͡ʃu 

162 nine/sembilan bidaɣaɸi sɛndɛma bidaɣaɸi sɛndɛma 
bidaɣa'βi 

'sɛndɛma 

bidaɣa'βi 

'sɛndɛma 

d͡ʒɛp ɛɾkɛp 

baptapmam 

d͡ʒɛb daɾxɛp 

babɾamam 

d͡ʒɛb daɾxep 

baptapmam 

163 ten/sepuluh 
bidaɣama 

bidaɣama 

bidaɣama 

bidaɣama 

bida'ɣama- 

bida'ɣama 

bida'ɣama- 

bida'ɣama 
d͡ʒɛp tot͡ʃi koputaɾo 

d͡ʒɛb aɾɛkophis 

waɾɛkophis 

d͡ʒɛb aɾekophis 

daɾɛkophis 

164 twenty/dua puluh kitaɣama kitaɣama kita'ɣama kita'ɣama 
d͡ʒɛp tot͡ʃi koptaɾo 
apis tot͡ʃi koptaro 

d͡ʒɛbaɾɛkophis 

d͡ʒɛdaɾɛkophis 

d͡ʒɛbaɾɛkophis 

d͡ʒɛdaɾɛkophis 

165 big/besar omita omita ja'kɔɣɔ ja'kɔɣɔ d͡ʒog mit͡ʃap 'khaptɛɾip d͡zɔu̯ɾ/'khaptɛɾip 

166 small/kecil tabaʔa-məno tabaɣai-̯monɔ mo'nɔɣɔ mo'nɔɣɔ tatep 'tatəp tatəp 

167 old(things)/lama t͡ʃimi t͡ʃimi si'mi si'mi 'ukt͡ʃip 'ukt͡ʃip bɛt͡ʃa'ɣaɾɛp 'ukt͡ʃip 

168 new/baru ko'toɣoʔ adaɣai 'kotɔɣɔ ko'tɔɣɔ wãm d͡ʒɛkt͡ʃip wãmwut͡ʃup wãmup't͡ʃip 
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169 old(people)/tua oɾɔ oɾɔ ɸu ja'ɣaɾo ɸu ja'ɣaɾo nim'ta�p 'nimn a�p nim'ta�p 

170 young/muda nosi adaɣi ɸu kada'ɣei ɸu kada'ɣei 'wɐ̃m a�p 'wɐ̃m a�p 'wɐ̃m a�p 

171 hot/panas a'pasi apa/apasi a'pasi a'pasi at�upeɪ ̯ aɾu'kiɾpi atupe� 

172 cold/dingin 'taɾu 'taɾu 'taɾu 'taɾu jip jip d͡ʒip 

173 good/baik daɾa maʔae ̯ 'nani 'nani at͡ʃum/boɣoe at͡ʃum at͡ʃim 

174 bad/rusak(jahat) 'kejoŋ 'kejoŋ 'kejoŋ 'kejoŋ kakam kapkaɣam kapkaɣam 

175 sharp/tajam kɪt͡ʃiŋ  kit͡ʃiŋ 'kesiŋ 'kesiŋ baɾap ɔɣɔmkɛdi ɔɣɔmkɛti 

176 dull/tumpul mut͡ʃu mut͡ʃu 'bogo 'bogo jupmam ɔɣɔm ma�m ɔɣɔm ma�m 

177 near/dekat keɾaijaŋ 'kina 'kina 'kina ka't͡ʃakaɾɛ ka't͡ʃakaɾɛ ka't͡ʃakaɾɛ 

178 far/jauh amaʔ amaʔ 'xama 'xama wõp peiŋ/gojagaɾe wuiɔɣɔnɔx wuid̯͡ʒaxaɾɛ 

179 wet/basah t͡ʃou̯ 'kakɛ/t͡ʃou̯ so'fia 'kakɛ  at͡ʃax at͡ʃax at͡ʃax 

180 dry/kering sakəɾ̯a  sakəɾ̯a saka'ɾa 'kaɾɔɣuŋ t͡ʃɔkɾɔb t͡ʃɔkɾɔb t͡ʃɔkɾɔb 

181 long/panjang 'piɾi 'piɾi 'piɾi 'piɾi wɔɾu wɔɾu wɔɾu/taɾamam 

182 short(things)/pendek 'bogo 'bogo 'bogo 'bogo taɾak taɾak taɾak 

183 tall/tinggi 'siɾi 'siɾi 'piɾi 'siɾi wapi tɾakʔmam tɾakʔmam 

184 short(people)/pendek soɣo soɣo buta'ɣa/'sogo buta'ɣa ɲɛɪ ̯ taɾak taɾak tanam 

185 blind/buta 'kiɾo pa'jo 'kiɾo pa'jo 'kiɾo ka'ɾa 'kiɾo pa'jo sakam mam t͡ʃaɣam�am t͡ʃaɣam�am 

186 deaf/tuli t͡ʃuɾuŋ kaɾa t͡ʃuɾuŋ kaɾa su'ɾuŋ ka'ɾa 'ɛi ̯joŋ ǝipm�am ǝipm�am ǝipm�am 

187 see/lihat ɸitɔ 'ɸita ɸi'toɣo 'ɸita saɣapɛ t͡ʃaɣapɛ t͡ʃaɣapɛ 

188 hear/dengar ɾidagi ɾidaɾɛ eɾi'dagi ɾi'nada jɛtaɣaim jɛɾaɣapɛ ipmjɛtaɣapɛ 

189 know/tahu naha na'ɸaŋ na'ɸaŋ na'ɸaŋ dɛɪɾ̯ dɛiɾ̯ dɛɾ 

190 speak/berkata ɾuɾɔ debi'jo dabi'jɔ dabi'jɔ kɔɣɔsi kɔkɔt͡ʃi kɔkɔt͡ʃi 

191 tired/cape kiɾokunu/ku'nu ku'nu 'kiɾo ku'nu ku'nu apunsakam apunt͡ʃaɣam apunt͡ʃaɣam 

192 afraid/takut mokiki mo'kidi mo'kidi mo'kidi to to to 

193 sleep/tidur kunuɾigi kunu'naɾi kunu'ɾigi kunu'naɾi apun apun apun 

194 sit/duduk baɛ� abɛ 'baɣa 'banu mimiɐ̯ɣam minɛp mima'ɣam 
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195 wake up/bangun dɛtɔ� dotoj do'toɣo doto'noɣ� d͡ʒɛɾpɛ d͡ʒɛɾpɛ d͡ʒɛɾpɛ 

196 awaken/kasih bangun 
aŋgi nahuna 
dotoɣo 

guid̯otonoi ̯ na'ɸiŋgi 'naɸinu wapi juɾum wapi'katnakat͡ʃim wapi'katnakat͡ʃim 

197 stand/berdiri mat͡ʃuɾo mat͡ʃina masi'ɾoɣo ma'sina wapi ɾapup wa'jɛɾɛm wapɛjuɾum 

198 walk/jalan kaki aŋgixo nukitoniai ̯ 'noɣu 'noɣ� apiski apiski apiski 

199 run/lari baɾiŋ jixo baɾjiŋ baɾi'nigi 'baɾdina jɔup jɔup jɔup 

200 swim/berenang gĩ�xõ� kiŋai ki� 'noɣo 'kinoɣ� tʲaɾpɛmɛ toɾpɛmɛ toɾpɛmɛ 

201 fly/terbang buɾuŋxõ� buɾuŋai 'buɾuŋ 'hoɣo bu'ɾuŋgi paɣato paɣaɾɔ ɛmɛ paɣatɔɛmɛ 

202 wash/cuci ajakuŋgi ajakumɛ 'aja 'kuŋgi aja'kunu sokosok t͡ʃoko̯t͡ʃok t͡ʃoko̯t͡ʃok 

203 scratch/garuk ʔa�gigi agi 'gigi 'nagi kɛmɛ kɛmɛ kɛmɛ 

204 hold/pegang gu nadi ɾaɸi beda'ɾaɣa 'nadi d͡ʒakaim̯/d͡ʒakapɛ d͡ʒakapɛ d͡ʒakapɛ 

205 split(wood)/belah opomɛ opomɛ 'ipoɣo 'moɣo 'wutaɾanu pabɾuku pabɾuku pamkum 

206 tie/ikat jodafɛ joɣudafɛ 'juɣu 'nada 'nada waɾɔɾɔ/tumum waɾɔɾɔ waɾɔɾɔ 

207 dig/gali ʔaku/ʔagu ʔaku 'naku 'naku butu/taɣanəmɛ taɣanəmɛ taɣanəmɛ 

208 stab/tikam aɸu aɸu 'naw� 'naw� kopmom kɔbɔkɔp kɔpnaɣat͡ʃ 

209 fall/jatuh bɛhiɾo atakunji-maɾigi bɛna'ɾ�gi bɛna'ɾ�gi koɾt͡ʃene kaɾd͡ʒɛnɛ kaɾd͡ʒɛnɛ 

210 drop(tr)/kasih jatuh kusuma dɔɣɔɾugi sunu'aɾu 'sunaɾ� ɲikamue ɲia't͡ʃamkum ɲikamui 

211 bathe/mandi ajakimɛ� ajakimɛ 'aja 'kiŋgi aja'kinu apu apu apu 

212 bathe/kasih mandi ajakunu ajakumɛ 'aja 'kunu 'ajakunu apukau̯bm̩/kaɲɛm apukau̯bm̩ apu kau̯bm̩ 

213 eat/makan and͡ʒi and͡ʒi na na ɲɛnim ɲɛnim ɲɛnim 

214 drink/minum ami/'nami ami 'nami 'nami d͡ʒut͡ʃu 'd͡ʒud͡ʒu d͡ʒut͡ʃu 

215 kill/bunuh ahu aɣu na� na� wasɛ wad͡ʒɛ wad͡ʒɛ 

216 die/mati 'kuŋgi 'kuŋgi 'kuŋgi 'kuŋgi kʰokʰoɾ kho'khoɾ khɔkhɔt 

217 give/beri(kasih) nami idoɣɔ 'nada 'nada ma�/kʰɛim̯ ma� ma� 

218 come/datang da da da da kʰa kha kʰa 

219 go/pergi noʔi 'noɣ� 'noɣu 'noɣ� som pi't͡ʃim pit͡ʃim 

220 laugh/tertawa abgigi abigigi aba'gigi aba'gigi d͡ʒi ji ji 
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221 cry/menangis eɸeɾugi eɸeɾugi ifɛ'ɾugi i'fɛ dɛs dɛt͡s dɛt͡s 

222 burn(intr)/bakar jiŋdogi 'dogi 'dogi 'dogi t͡ʃigmomɛ 't͡ʃiɣmɔ atukut͡ʃakam/'t͡ʃiɣmɔ 

223 burn(tr)/membakar jiŋkuŋna ad͡ʒu jiaɾu'kunu 'nad͡ʒ� d͡ʒid͡ʒim aɾukɛisgu atujɛt͡ʃɛ 

224 dry in sun/menjemur sawato ɸiɾɛ sawato hina sawa'to ma'fina 'sawato ma'fina samɛ d͡ʒamɛ d͡ʒamɛ 

225 blow/tiup ɸiɾma t͡ʃiɾnu gaɸunu 'ɸinu 'ɸinu pʰuam phuphu pʰupʰu 

226 hit/pukul ohuna/oxuna oxuna e'vina e'vina pʰamom papho papʰo 

227 search/cari agoɸɛ agoɸɛ 'nagu 'nagu kaɣaname kaɣanmi kaɣanmi 

228 shoot/panah tiɾɛ tiɾɛ 'tina 'tina tatum/opt͡ʃɛ apd͡ʒɛ apd͡ʒɛ 

229 bite/gigit magahu magahu maga'nasu 'nasu toɣomo'mɛ tɔu̯kd͡ʒɛ tɔu̯kd͡ʒɛ 

230 cough/batuk iso/ɛsa t͡ʃid͡ʒi 'iso 'iso 'sigi 'iso phɔ/pɔ phɔ/pɔ pɔ/phɔ 

231 no(not)/tidak kaɾa kaɾa 'gɛmina 'gɛmina mamɛ mamɛ mamɛ 

232 language/bahasa t͡ʃou̯ t͡ʃou̯ ɾu ɾu kokosie ̯ kɔkɔit̯͡ʃi kɔkɔit̯͡ʃi 

233 name/nama ɸi ɸi fi ɸi nan(erem) naʔ naʔ 

234 who/siapa mənou̯ kid͡ʒi mənou̯  kid͡ʒi gumono kidi mo'nɔɣ�i (aɣ)mɛi ̯ aɣmɛ aɣmɛ 

235 what/apa makumɔ makumɔ 'memoɣo 'memɔɣɔ mɛmt͡ʃi mɛit̯͡ʃi mɛit̯͡ʃi 

236 where/di mana maku maɾigi maku maɾigi 'memakɪ 'memaki tamtɛ 'tandɛ tantɛ 

237 when/kapan sawaɸɛ sawame-makid͡ʒi 'sawa 'memakɪ 'sawa 'memaki mamki mɛnid̯͡ʒɛ manxi 

238 why/kenapa makəmo makəmo 'memɔɣɔ 'memɔɣɔ biki mam't͡ʃi mam't͡ʃi 

239 how many/berapa makin-d͡ʒiɾigi makin-d͡ʒiɾigi memɔdiɾigi memɔdiɾigi mamtiki tikanɛm mantikien̯ɛm 

240 heart/jantung 'd͡ʒubuɾɔ 'd͡ʒubuɾɔ 'd͡ʒubɔɾɔ 'd͡ʒubɔɾɔ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ bɔkɔt͡ʃum 
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Asue Awyu/ 
Asaren 

Asue Awyu/ 
Isage 

Asue Awyu/ 
Aboge 

Asue Awyu/ 
Kopi 

Asue Awyu/ 
Kiki  

Asue Awyu/ 
Eci 

Asue Awyu/ 
Homang 

Asue Awyu/ 
Amenda 

Asue Awyu/ 
Omuro 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khaibu 

Asue Awyu/ 
Kasima 

001 head/kepala he'baŋ he'baŋ xaibaŋ he'baŋ he'baŋ he'baŋ 'aibaŋ aibaŋ aibaŋ 'aibaŋ 'aibaŋ 

002 hair/rambut he'bɔɾɔŋ hi'bɔɾɔŋ xibaɾɔŋ he'bɔɾɔŋ he'bɔɾɔŋ he'bɔɾɔŋ aibaɾɔŋ aibaɾɔŋ aibaɾɔŋ aibaɾɔŋ aibaɾɔŋ 

003 eye/mata 'kiɾo(muɣɔ) 'kiɾo kiɾimigɔ 'kiɾo 'kiɾiu̯gɔ 'kiɾo 'kiɾɔ 'kiɾo 'kiɾo 'kiɾɔ 'kiɾɔ 

004 ear/telinga su'ɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ 't͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ t͡ʃuɾuŋ 't͡ʃuɾuŋ 't͡ʃuɾuŋ 

005 nose/hidung 'susuŋ 'susuŋ sin'tɔ 'sysyŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 'susuŋ 

006 mouth/mulut 'hata 'hata 'hata 'hata 'hata 'hata ata̪ 'hata 'hata ata̪ ata̪ 

007 lip/bibir 'bamaga 'bamaga bamaxa bamaxa 'bamaga 'bamaga 'bɛmga 'bamaga 'bamaga 'bɛmga 'bɛmga 

008 tooth/gigi ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga maŋ'ga ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga ma'ga 

009 tongue/lidah 'ɸagɛ 'ɸagɛ 'ɸagɛ 'ɸagɛ 'ɸagɛ 'ɸagɛ hagɛ hagɛ hagɛ hagɛ hagɛ 

010 upper arm/tangan bi'da bi'da bɛda bi'da bi'da bi'da bi'da bi'da bi'da bi'd̪a bi'd̪a 

011 elbow/siku 
bi'da 
ma'ɾu baɣi 

bi'dabu bɛdabuŋ bidabuŋ 
bi'da 
ma'ɾu 

bi'da 
ma'ɾu 

bida'buŋ 
bi'da 
ma'ɾu 

bi'da 
ma'ɾu 

bida'buŋ bida'buŋ 

012 finger/jari bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bɛda 'tɔɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ bi'da 'toɾɔŋ 

013 fingernail/kuku bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da kia bi'da ki'ja bi'da ki'ja bi'da kia bi'da kia 

014 breast/susu õŋ õŋ õŋ õŋ õŋ õŋ õː õŋ õŋ õŋ õŋ 

015 stomach/perut ka'ku ka'kj ka'ku/mad͡zy ka'ku ka'ku ka'ku ka'ku ka'ku ka'ku kʰaku kʰaku 

016 liver/hati wõŋ wuŋ wuŋ wuŋ wõŋ wõŋ mad͡zu/wõŋ mad͡zu kakuʔ/mad͡͡͡zu mad͡͡͡zu mad͡͡͡zu 

017 leg/kaki pi'si kito kito kito pi'si/pit͡ʃi pi'si/pit͡ʃi kitoʔ/pit͡ʃi pi'si pi'si kitoʔ/pit͡ʃi kitoʔ/pit͡ʃi 

018 knee/lutut ma'ɾu ma'ɾu ma'ɾu ma'ɾu ma'ɾu ma'ɾu maɾu'bage ma'ɾu bumaɾɔ/ma'ɾu maɾu'bage maɾu'bage 

019 body hair/bulu haɣa'ɾɔŋ xaɣa'ɾõŋ 'ɾɔŋ̃ xaɣaɾɔŋ haɣa'ɾɔŋ haɣa'ɾɔŋ ɾɔŋ aɾɔŋ aɾɔŋ ɾɔŋ ɾɔŋ 

020 skin/kulit ha ha xa/ha ha ha ha ʔa ha ɣaː ʔaː ʔaː 

021 blood/darah gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ gɔŋ 

022 bone/tulang ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi ba'gi 

023 flesh/daging ka'du kad͡zu kad͡zu kad͡zu ka'du kad͡zu kad͡zu ka'du ka'du kad͡zu kad͡zu 
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Asue Awyu/ 
Asaren 

Asue Awyu/ 
Isage 

Asue Awyu/ 
Aboge 

Asue Awyu/ 
Kopi 

Asue Awyu/ 
Kiki  

Asue Awyu/ 
Eci 

Asue Awyu/ 
Homang 

Asue Awyu/ 
Amenda 

Asue Awyu/ 
Omuro 

Asue Awyu/ 
Khaibu 

Asue Awyu/ 
Kasima 

024 urine/air kencing 'jɛsi jɛt͡ʃi ji jet͡ʃi 'jɛsi jet͡ʃi jiː jɛt͡ʃu/'jɛsi 'jɛsi jiː jiː 

025 faeces/tahi ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ oː ɔ ̃ ɔ ̃ oː oː 

026 person/orang ju'ɣu ju'ɣu a'ɣu ju'ɣu ju'ɣu ju'ɣu ɾɔʔu̯ ju'ɣu ju'ɣu ɾɔʔu̯ ɾɔʔu̯ 

027 man/laki-laki ɸuː ɸuː/ɸuɣu xo ɸuː ɸuː ɸuː ɔu̯ ɸuː ɸuː ɔu̯ ɔu̯ 

028 woman/ 
perempuan 

ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ ɾaŋ 

029 husband/suami ɛnu'ɣu ɛnu'ɣu ɛnu'ɣu ɛnu'ɣu ɛnu'ɣu ɛnu'ɣu nanou̯ŋ ɛnu'ɣu nanɔũ̯ nanou̯ŋ nanou̯ŋ 

030 wife/isteri ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ naɾad͡zu ɛna'ɾaŋ ɛna'ɾaŋ naɾad͡zuŋ naɾad͡zuŋ 

031 mother/ibu 'wani 'waɲi wanɛ 'wani 'wani 'wani 'wani 'wani 'wani kɛni kɛni 

032 father/ayah 'nabo nasirijo 'nabo 'nabo 'nabo 'nabo 'nabɔ 'nabo 'nabo aːĩ aːĩ 

033 child/anak 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'oɸo 'ɔɸɔ 'ɔɸɔ 

034 elder sister/kakak 
perempuan 

'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ nadɛ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ nadɛ 'wadɛ 'ɾaŋ nadɛɾaŋ nadɛ nadɛ 

035 elder brother/ 
kakak laki-laki 

'kapu 'ɸuː 'kapu 'ɸuː 'kapu 'ɸuː 'kapu 'ɸuː 'kapu 'ɸuː 'kapu 'ɸuː a'kabu 'kapu 'ɸuː a'kabuou̯ a'kabu a'kabu 

036 younger sister/ 
adik perempuan 

'kuda 'ɾaŋ 
'kuda 
'ɾaŋ/'kuda 
ʔamakabu 

'kuda 'ɾaŋ 'kuda 'ɾaŋ 'kuda 'kuda abɛɾaŋ 'kuda 'ɾaŋ 'kuda 'ɾaŋ abɛɾaŋ abɛɾaŋ 

037 younger brother/ 
adik laki-laki 

'kuda 'ɸuː 'kuda 'ɸuː/ 
'kuda hajabu 

'kuda 'ɸuː 'kuda 'ɸuː 'kuda 'ɸuː 'kuda 'ɸuː 'kuda 'ɸuː/abɛ abɛʔɔũ̯ abɛou̯ 'kuda 
'ɸuː/abɛ 

'kuda 
'ɸuː/abɛ 

038 grand mother/ 
nenek 

'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 'nawi 

039 grandfather/tete 'nasi nat͡ʃi nat͡ʃi nat͡ʃi 'nasi nat͡ʃi nat͡ʃi 'nasi 'nasi nat͡ʃi nat͡ʃi 

040 granchild/cucu 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ ɸiɾɔŋ 'naɸi'ɾɔŋ namit͡ʃi-siɾiɔ nasiɾiɔaɸiŋ nasiɾiɔaɸiŋ nasiɾiɔaɸiŋ nasiɾiɔaɸiŋ nasiɾiɔaɸiŋ 

041 friend/teman 'homu 'homu 'homu/naxajɔ 'homu 'homu 'homu abiŋ 'homu 'homu abiŋ/ɔːmu abiŋ/ɔːmu 

042 I/saya nũ nũ nũ nũ nũ nũ nu nũ nũ nu nu 

043 you/kamu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu gugu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu gugu gugu 

044 he/she/dia 'ɛki 'ɛki/gu iki 'ɛki 'ɛki/gu 'ɛki 'ɛki 'ɛki 'ɛki 'ɛkɪ 'ɛkɪ 

045 we(excl.)/kami 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 'nogu 'nugu 'nuŋgu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 

046 we(incl.)/kita 'nugu 'nugu (nũ) 'nugu 'nugu 'nogu 'nugu 'nuŋgu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 'nugu 
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Asue Awyu/ 
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Asue Awyu/ 
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Asue Awyu/ 
Kasima 

047 you(pl)/ 
kamu orang 

'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu gugu 'gɔg�/'gogu gugu gugu 'gɔg�/'gogu 'gɔg�/'gogu gugu gugu 

048 they/dorang 
ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo/

de'gima 
ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo ʝo'ɣ�/ʝo'ɣo jɔʔɣo jɔʔjɔː jɔʔjɔː jɔʔɣo jɔʔɣo 

049 bird/burung ʝi ʝi ʝi ʝi ʝi ʝi jiʔ ʝi ʝi jiʔ jiʔ 

050 wing/sayap 'bamɛ/jagiɔ 'bɔmɛ ba 'bɔmɛ 'bɔmɛ 'bɔmɛ baɾɔbagɨ baɾuː baɾuː jagio jagio 

051 egg/telur mu'go mu'go mu'go ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ mu'go mu'go muŋgo mu'go ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ muŋgo muŋgo 

052 rat/tikus rumah ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kiso/'kisoʔ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

053 bandicoot/ 
tikus tanah 

̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ kɛt͡siɾɔ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞ ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

054 dog/anjing ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ aŋgɪ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

055 tail/ekor ̠ ̞ ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ wɔbuː ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

056 pig/babi ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞ ̠no entry ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ wɪʔ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

057 fish/ikan ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ʔaj ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

058 snake/ular ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ wat͡si ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞ ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

059 goanna/soasoa ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛbi ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

060 worm/cacing ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞ ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ wɛɾu ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

061 mosquito/nyamuk ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞ ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛis̯ɛ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠

062 louse/kutu ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ mɛɾu ̠ ̞ ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠ ̞̠ no entry  ̠ ̠
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